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To all the Greek and Latin teachers who were so patient with my
obvious indolence when it came to the more complex issues of
grammar.

Etudes: Translations from the Greek
étude
1: a piece of music for the practice of some point of technique.
2. A composition built on a technical motive, but played for its
artistic value.
Etymology:
French, literally, study, from Middle French estude, estudie, from Old
French —
First Known Use: circa 1837
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/étude
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Greek
At first it was just the look of the characters on the page, a phrase in
Pound, the epigraph to T. S. Eliot’s Four Quartets.
Τοῦ λὸγον δ’ ἐόντος ξυνοὺ οἰ πολλοί
ὡς ἰδὶαν ἒχοντες φρόνησιν
The Greek characters represented a mystery, the way all printed
words had once been a mystery years ago when I was first learning
to read, thumbing through my mother’s Bible looking for words I
knew: this, let, us, kill, him, pit, dreams.
Behold this dreamer cometh, let us, therefore, kill him and cast him into a pit.
Then we shall see what will become of his dreams.
I knew about Homer, of course, and Sappho, and Sophocles; I knew,
in short, that there were treasures to be had.
Our high school had Latin, but not Greek. I took the Latin. It was a
way of getting closer to the mystery, though the Latin characters had
an all too familiar look. I was a poor student when it came to learning
Latin. When I found something I liked, I would memorize it, feel its
structure, play with the sounds on my tongue.
Vivamus, mea Lesbia, atque amemus
But I was not systematic or thorough when it came to memorizing
declensions and conjugations. I was lazy with vocabulary and could
never venture too far from a Lexicon when translating. These are all
bad habits I took with me to Greek when I studied it at Gonzaga
University and later at the University of Idaho. In both cases my
focus was English Literature, and Greek was a side interest, a minor
rather than a major.
...
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In a bookstore in Depo Bay, Oregon, a wind-worn warehouse of a
building at the edge of a pier, on barnacle encrusted pilings, with
cracked white paint on its outer planking, I found Archilochus, as
translated by Guy Davenport. I clutched the book to me as I left,
with the gulls crying over the pounding surf. Other bookstores,
other treasures, translations of poets whose names I had only read
in summaries of ancient literature, or better, the true treasures, Greek
texts themselves. In a bookstore in Spokane, run by a gentleman
who had inherited a fortune and decided he wanted to spend his time
among books, I found the 5 volumes of the Loeb edition of the
Greek Anthology. Haunting the bookstores in the University
District around the University of Washington, I found the Loeb
editions of Hesiod, and Kallimachos, an anthology of Greek texts of
Alexandrian poetry. With the advent of the internet I purchased
other texts, Oxford editions of the Hekale of Kallimachos, texts of
Sophocles and Plato.
Many of these texts are available on-line and for free now, but then
each was an ecstatic discovery.
Why these texts, why these poems had such a pull on me, I still can’t
explain.
Perhaps it is a certain hermeticism. There are all the barriers of
encoding to work through: a different alphabet and character set, a
different grammar, a somewhat alien and distant culture with
different core values and different presumptions about what it
means to be human. Then there is the fragmentary state of much of
ancient Greek literature. So much survives as quotes of authors’
works we have lost by authors we still possess. Much survives by
accident: papyrus scrolls used by Alexandrian students to copy
poems for memorization then discarded, recycled for wrapping the
mummies of the poor, carefully unwrapped centuries later by
archeologists; scrolls stored in wine jars, uncovered in another
millennium, the acid from the wine having eaten holes in the paper;
flakes, scraps, shards of verse analyzed by scholars making educated
guesses at some of the gaps, lacunae, and despairing of others. Even
the texts that survived intact are problematic. Copied again and again
over the centuries by monks who often didn’t understand what they
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were copying, variations, mistakes, utter impossibilities creep into
the texts. What was not lost by rot, might be lost by the difficulties
of transmission through time.
Perhaps that is the key. Time. The ancient Greek texts reek of time.
They are a testament to both what was lost, and what remains. The
poems, texts and fragments that still exist are what remains present
of the hopes, fears, loves and thoughts of people who disappeared
into the dark two or two and half millennia ago.
It is the mystery of what survives and what does not. Accident and
random luck. The beauty we have suggest the immense beauty we
lost. Perhaps that is the draw.
...
I have always considered myself a poet not a scholar.
To begin with I just rearranged the English of translations that did
not please me. Later, I looked up all the words and got the gist and
made a poem that used those words and that gist.
I was never all that good as a translator. I was lazy. I often let Liddell
and Scott do my parsing. I would see a word--to take a random
example-- κέκλῃμαι. Liddell and Scott tell me it is the Attic Perfect
Passive of Κλείω. It does most of my work for me. I have often
depended on cribs. A crib is a translation that you use for reference,
preferably one that is as literal as possible. I am insecure enough that
I need to refer to cribs often to make sure I am in the ballpark with
my translation. Cribs are dangerous though. They tend to gloss over
difficulties and ignore idioms. Their goal is usually to make a
readable version of the text rather than a map to the often-torturous
syntax of the original Greek. As an example, I was working through
the first Iambic of Callimachus. The crib, the Loeb library
translation, says at one point “And the Arcadian, by happy chance,
found the old man. . .” The word “Arcadian,” though, is not in the
Greek. The word is Προυσέληνος which means “before the
moon”—which is much more interesting. A footnote notes that the
Arcadians were thought to be “older than the moon.” These hidden
treasures are part of what draws me to Greek poetry.
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Lately my Greek has gotten much better. It started by working
through several poems from the Greek Anthology. These epigrams
are brief which makes it easier to get a handle on the poem as a
whole. Also, they are not fragments, they are complete, which means
that one can get a decent sense of the grammar and syntax of the
poem. In fragments, often there are only isolated words and phrases
to work with. Working through these epigrams I actually got to
where I could consider more than just getting the gist of the
sentences; I started to be able to look at what the poet was doing
with meter, word order, emphasis and phrasing. I am sure I am still
missing a lot. The epigrams are full of puns, subtle allusions to other
poems and epigrams, idioms. But, overall, for the first time, I feel
more like I am actually translating. With this new confidence, I
revisited most of my earlier translations and reworked them to
correspond more closely to the Greek.
...
I have a theory that there are two broad trends in poetry: nuance and
novelty. Some cultures and periods trend more one way, others the
other. Classical and Hellenistic Greek poetry is primarily a poetry of
nuance. That is, the images, the stories, the contexts of the poems
are, for the most part, well known to the audience. They come from
Homer, Hesiod, other poets, the shared mythology. The task of the
poet is not to create something new—a new story or a new form—
but rather to find nuances in the old stories that no one else has, or
to take a theme everyone knows and vary it slightly in a way that gets
a knowing nod and a smile. The Greek tragedies are a good example
of this. The characters, the plot points and the setting are pretty
much predetermined. The tragedian’s job is to find new aspects, new
implications in that familiar structure, nuances.
A poetry that focuses on nuance is only possible in a fairly
homogenous culture. The audience must share the same stories and
general range of values. It is this shared expectation that allows a
poet to play his or her subtle variations. (I have argued the same for
metrics: The metrical function is to create an expectancy against
which the poet can play variations for emphasis. Note also, in a
society like ours, with very few shared references—where even the
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Bible or Shakespeare are no longer guaranteed—novelty, the need
to make it new, at all costs, to startle if possible, becomes the only
viable option.)
A culture of nuance allows a poetry to achieve both a certain
universality (the shared objective levels of the poem, the shared
general sentiments) and a high level of intimacy (the audience is in
on the variations which are often directed to them or even known
individuals in the audience).
Of course, every culture and period represents a range between these
two values. Lyric poetry, for instance, while still using myth and
Homer as a reference for its similes and metaphors, tends more to
novelty than some of the other forms. The Hellenistic era, in
Alexandria, centuries after Homer and the great Tragedians also
exhibits more tendencies toward novelty while not abandoning the
basic mythological and literary references.
(One should note, if Havelock (Preface to Plato, Belknap Press,
Harvard Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1982) is right, it is more
than just nuance. Despite the existence of writing, the ancient
Greeks were an essentially oral culture, and poets preserved the
culture, its values, rituals, crafts and governance in verse. They were
literally the culture’s memory. Homer was the “education of
Greece,” not just in artistic and aesthetic ways, but in the very
particulars of its history and living practice.)
(Also interesting in this regard: much of the discussion in Ann
Carson’s eros, the bittersweet, Princeton University Press, 1986,
especially the chapters on the edge: “Finding the Edge,” “Logic at
the Edge,” “Losing the Edge,”, “Archilochos at the Edge,” and
“Alphabetic Edge.” In these, and elsewhere, she speculates on the
effect of alphabetic writing on the Greek sense of self, particularly
in Greek lyric poets, and how that may have attuned them to Eros
as a threat to the newly acquired self.)
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Etudes
Each of these efforts was a study in both translation and poetry. The
translation aspects are fairly obvious. You must come to understand
the words of the poem, and not just the words, but how they fit
together. As you get better you might also consider why the poet
chose these words and why he or she put them in the positions that
they did. What are they emphasizing? What effects are they trying to
achieve?
From the poetic side of things, translations offer an opportunity to
focus on technique without having to worry about content. The
content is provided by the text under consideration. The translator
can focus on the technical aspects of their own language, metrics,
rhymes, alliteration, assonance, breath and pacing.
My choice of what to translate might also raise some questions.
Many of the usual choices are missing. There is no Homer here,
Sappho is absent except for the two newest discovered fragments.
In fact, most of the lyric genius of the 5th and 4th centuries is missing,
save for two translations from Mimnermos, some elegies by Solon,
a few fragments of Korinna and a couple fragments of Bacchylides.
There is an inordinate focus on the fragments of Hesiod and of the
Alexandrian poet Kallimachos. It is not that I don’t appreciate the
gems of classical poetry, it is just that I believe that, for the most
part, good, or at least adequate translations, are easily available for
them. I chose to focus on some of the more obscure texts. Many of
these texts are obscure because they are badly fragmented, but that
too attracts me. I have always been in love with fragments. And,
there are treasures in these pieces that have not been often exposed.
Not everything I translated was a fragment, of course. The Heliodora
epigrams of Meleager, for instance --and sometimes I translated only
a fragment of a poem that remains essentially intact, as with the
Hymn to the Muses from the Theogony and my fragments from the
“Hymn to Demeter” and the “Hymn to Aphrodite.”
Suffice it to say, my choices are idiosyncratic, based on whatever I
felt would be most interesting and instructive to translate. You won’t
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find here many of the set pieces of classical literature, but you may
find hints of things you never knew existed.
I have arranged the poetry somewhat by date of the poet rather
than by the dates of my translations.

Hesiod was the second poet of Greece. He is literally the second
poet we know of, the first after Homer. He is also the second epic
poet, whose poems Works and Days and the Theogony are second only
to Homer’s in their influence on Greek literature and culture. They
share a metric—the epic dactylic hexameter—and a dialect,
consisting mostly of Ionic and Aeolic, but in many ways, they are
quite different. The biggest difference, and the one that reveals the
greatest cultural change, is the presence of the poet in the poem.
Homer invites the Muse to sing and then gets out of the way. The
entire remaining epic is the Muse’s chant. The poet is just the vehicle
through which the poetry flows. In Hesiod’s epics, the poet is
present as a person, very much so in the Works and Days where the
poet gives advice to his wayward nephew, and also in first several
lines of the Theogony, a poem about the origin of the gods and their
conflict with the Titans, where he narrates the story of the Muses
coming to him while he herded sheep in the mountains.
αἵ νύ ποθ᾽ Ἡσίοδον καλὴν ἐδίδαξαν ἀοιδήν,
ἄρνας ποιμαίνονθ᾽ Ἑλικῶνος ὕπο ζαθέοιο.
τόνδε δέ με πρώτιστα θεαὶ πρὸς μῦθον ἔειπον,
Μοῦσαι Ὀλυμπιάδες, κοῦραι Διὸς αἰγιόχοιο:
ποιμένες ἄγραυλοι, κάκ᾽ ἐλέγχεα, γαστέρες οἶον,
ἴδμεν ψεύδεα πολλὰ λέγειν ἐτύμοισιν ὁμοῖα,
ἴδμεν δ᾽, εὖτ᾽ ἐθέλωμεν, ἀληθέα γηρύσασθαι
And now they taught Hesiod beautiful song
while shepherding on the sacred slopes of Helicon
first the goddesses spoke these words to me
those Muses of Olympos, daughters of Zeus
the Aegis holder
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“wild shepherd, little more than stomach,
we know how to say false things as if they were true
but, when we wish, we can tell true things.”
I have two very different translations of the first 100 plus lines of the
Theogony, which form essentially a hymn to the Muses. The first is the
more traditional in that it tries to map the Greek to a more or less
fluid English poem. It doesn’t worry about Greek metrics, or the
overall effect of the poem in Greek, and focuses on the goal of
creating a readable version in English. This is a reasonable
procedure, one practiced by most translators and certainly not
without its challenges, but it does have drawbacks. There is a
formality, a certain distance in the Greek that such a translation fails
to capture. The Greek poem has a precise measure, a chanted metric,
and is in a dialect of Greek that does not correspond to any speaker’s
natural speech. It is also full of repeated epithets that come from
Homer and a probable oral history that long predates Hesiod. It is
hard to capture how that might have felt to the Greeks, but I imagine
that it would set the poem apart from daily language, that it would
give it a certain weight, a certain historical and cultish (cultural)
standing, that the colloquial English translation can’t capture.
So, I have also attempted an alternative version of the same lines. I
used Dante’s meter, the terza rima, for my translation. There is no
real, formal justification for using this metric. Greek poems don’t
rhyme. The English metric that would correspond most closely to
the dactylic hexameter is probably the iambic pentameter. I chose
the terza rima metric because it was difficult (and so gave me a
chance to show off) and because it gives that sense of formality and
distance. It also harkens back to epic traditions—if not Greek epic.
I have also included several fragments from Hesiod’s Catalogue of
Women. The Catalogue only exists in fragments. It followed the
Theogony. Whereas the Theogony was about the generations and
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conflicts of the gods, the Catalog was a history of the births of heroes
from women who mated with gods.
There are three fragments included here: One that tells the story of
Atalanta and the golden apples, the list of the suitors of Helen, and
the beginnings of the Trojan war.
The Homeric Hymns were most certainly not written by Homer.
Many of them date from around the time of Hesiod, but a couple of
them (Hymns to the sun and moon) may be as late as Alexandrian
times. The poems do use the epic meter and dialect, but are not epic
as such. They are hymns. The longer hymns typically invoke the god
or goddess, narrate a story that illustrates some key aspect the of
god’s prowess or adventures and then end with a brief supplication.
The best of the hymns are great poetry, among the very best of
classical poetry, and, in fact, among the great poems of the world.
Someday I would like to translate them all, but here all I have are
two fragments. The first is from the “Hymn to Demeter.” It
incorporates a technique that I have tried several times with various
levels of success and failure—incorporating notes and commentary
directly into the translation. Such a technique raises questions about
faithfulness to the original, and the nature of translation itself, but I
was just trying to get an interesting poem.
The second translation is from the Hymn to Aphrodite. It only
translates parts of the hymn and does so into tersa rima. Again, the
meter has the virtue of capturing some of the formality and distance
of the hymns, but the drawbacks of being a meter and rhyme scheme
utterly alien to the Greeks. I originally translated the fragments of
this hymn for use in another—now abandoned—poem.
Sappho is, without doubt, one of the premier lyric poets of the
entire western cannon. This is evident even in the tattered remains
of her poetry. I would suggest looking at Ann Carson’s translations
in If Not Winter, (Vintage Books, New York, 2002). I have only
included two lyrics, and these because they were only recently
discovered. In general, I have not translated the lyric poets here, or
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for that matter the poets of the peaks of classical culture. This is not
because I do not value them, but there are many excellent
translations in existence. I tended to focus on the more obscure,
lesser known poets, because I felt freer to explore and learn.
Erinna was a contemporary of Sappho’s. What we have left of her
is three epigrams and fragments of a hexameter poem. Three of the
four poems are mourning the loss of her friend Baukis, who seems
to have died on her wedding day. These poems have an innocence
and sincerity that, to me, is unique in Greek poetry. Erinna, herself
was soon to follow Baukis, dying at nineteen years of age.
These are the sweet works of Erinna,
few, coming from a girl of nineteen,
but superior to many. If Hades were less swift,
who would have a greater name
With my translations of Erinna, I was trying to be very conscious
of exactly how the Greek was laid out and to imitate it in English
as much as possible.
Mimnermos. The first translation is one of my oldest. It arose from
an independent study I took at Gonzaga University in Greek Lyric
Poetry in 1976. I was the only student. It was taught by Father
Schlatter. I don’t think I ever knew his first name. He always
encouraged my ventures into Greek and was very tolerant of my
weaknesses. The second elegy is only recently translated (though I
am sure I also translated it for that class so long ago).
Solon was one of the seven sages of ancient Greece, renowned for
his wisdom. He was the founder of Athenian democracy. He
justified and explained his decisions in poetry. He is very much in
the vein of the kind of leader Hesiod described in the Theogony:
Καλλιόπη θ᾽: ἣ δὲ προφερεστάτη ἐστὶν ἁπασέων.
ἣ γὰρ καὶ βασιλεῦσιν ἅμ᾽ αἰδοίοισιν ὀπηδεῖ.
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ὅν τινα τιμήσωσι Διὸς κοῦραι μεγάλοιο
γεινόμενόν τε ἴδωσι διοτρεφέων βασιλήων,
τῷ μὲν ἐπὶ γλώσσῃ γλυκερὴν χείουσιν ἐέρσην,
τοῦ δ᾽ ἔπε᾽ ἐκ στόματος ῥεῖ μείλιχα:
Kalliope, who is the most renowned
because she attends to the exalted princes and sacred kings.
Whomever of the Princes cherished by Zeus,
the daughters of Zeus attend at his birth and give honor.
They pour sweet dew on his tongue
and from his mouth flow gracious words
I have included two longer pieces and a few of the shorter fragments.
Korinna was a choral poet, by most accounts an older contemporary
of Pindar’s. Plutarch reports in his “The Glory of Athens:” “When
Pindar was as yet young, and prided himself overmuch on his
command of language, Corinna censured his ill-taste because though
myths are the proper work of a poet, and forms of words, turns of
phrase, changes of expression, tunes and rhythms mere
embellishments, his poems were nevertheless devoid of them.
Pindar took strong objection to her words and proceeded to
compose the lyric which begins : ' Ismenus or gold-distaffed Melia,
or Cadmus, or the holy race of the Sown, or the doughty might of
Heracles, or the cheerful worship of Dionysus . . .' and showed it
Corinna. Whereupon she retorted, laughing, that he should sow with
the hand and not with the whole sack. For Pindar had simply made
mixed drinks of his myths and then poured them into his song.”
(Translation from J. M. Edmonds, Lyra Graeca, Vol III, Loeb books,
Harvard, 1927)
Korinna is interesting as one of the few major female poets in
Ancient Greece. She was well respected by later Greek and Roman
authors, but modern critics seem unimpressed. They find her
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“shallow,” though based on what, given the few fragments we have,
I don’t know. Personally, though I find her dialect difficult to
translate, I think her poetry has a certain charm and grace.
Bacchilides was a choral poet, much like Pindar. He also wrote odes
to the victors of athletic contests. His odes also trace mythological
histories and parallels associated with the athlete’s family, but his
odes are much less operatic, less lush than Pindar’s. A fair number
of his odes survive intact, but I have only translated two fragments.
My translations incorporate a technique, which I have tried a few
times with varying degrees of failure, of incorporating the process of
translation into the translation itself.
Kallimachos (Callimachus—his name means something like
“battling with beauty.”) occupies an oversized segment of this book.
I am not sure why I am so enamored of the poetry of Kallimachos.
His name first came to my attention—like so many names—through
Ezra Pound. The first line of his “Homage to Sextus Propertius”
reads:
SHADES of Callimachus, Coan ghosts of Philetus
My first encounter with his poetry was his epigram on the
“nightingales” of Heraklitos (an Alexandrian poet, not the
philosopher). My next encounter was the preface to the Aetia. Since
then I have worked for years translating the mostly fragmented
cannon of his works. The question still remains, why. What about
his poetry draws me? I could argue that it is because he is an
important poet whose influence on Alexandrian and later Roman
poetry was inestimable. His Aetia became the model for many
“catalog” poems—poems all sharing a common theme, in his case
origins. (Would Ovid’s Metamorphosis have been possible without
him?) Despite this influence, he is obscure to modern readers. There
are two main reasons for this: One, most of his major poetry exists
as stray quotes and tattered shreds of papyrus. Of what does survive
intact, the hymns are rather boring to contemporary tastes; only the
epigrams seem accessible.
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Still, his importance is not really a good explanation of my attraction
to his poetry. I honestly don’t think I can explain it on entirely
rational grounds, but if I were to venture a guess, I think it is because
I find him more modern. Kallimachos was a scholar—a librarian at
the famed library of Alexandria. His scholarship informs his work,
sometimes to its detriment. He loves the rare word, the rare variant
of a story. He likes to compare and contrast versions of mythical
events. Kallimachos was faced with a massive problem, common to
all Hellenistic poets: how to contend with the glories of the past.
How can you write poetry to compare with Homer or Hesiod or
Sappho or Archilochos or Sophocles or Pindar, etc.? How can you
write in the Greek tradition, in the traditional Greek forms and
metrics and yet do something that isn’t totally overshadowed by the
earlier giants? Kallimachos’ approach is to write in the old forms, but
self-consciously, as a historian of those forms, as a scholar of the
past. His remove from the forms, even as he uses them, gives him a
unique, almost ironic, perspective, a newness and, I would say, a
certain modernity and relevance. Here, in the postmodern
contemporality, we too contend with giants from the past, uncertain
whether to ignore them, incorporate them somehow, or move
beyond them in some as yet unimagined way.
I have included a translation of the first hymn—a hymn to Zeus, a
few of the larger fragments of the Aetia, including its powerful
prologue, three translations from the tattered Iambi, a fragment from
the brief epic Hekale and two epigrams. Each uses different
translation techniques. The hymn is a fairly straight forward
translation—and is, in fact, the newest of the translations—the Aetia,
the oldest, tries to fit the poem into a metrical structure vaguely
parallel to the elegaic structure of the original (6 words for the
hexameter line and 5 words for the pentameter line.) The Iambi
incorporates notes into the text. In the Hekale fragment I simply try
to get at the Greek as clearly as possible. The Epigrams are also fairly
straight translations.
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I have also included, translations of some of the fragments from a
section many collections of ancient poets contain: “Fragments of
Uncertain Location,” Fragmenta Incertae Sedis. These consist of lines,
partial lines, phrases, words, attributed to the poet, or believed to
belong to the poet, but which cannot be ascribed to any particular
known work. They are content without contexts, expressions in the
void. And, to me, oddly, as such, they possess a certain almost
numinous power.
There is this line: δημεχθέα Χέλλωνα κακόκνημόν τε Κόμητα.
“Chellon, whom the people hated and ugly shinned Komes.”
Nothing more is known of these two people. Imagine, if after 2300
hundred years, your name still survived, but all that was associated
with that name was that you were particularly hated, or that your
shins were unattractive. What had Chellon done to be hated so, not
just by the poet, or by a couple of ex-lovers, but by “the people?”
Had Chellon been the focus of some great betrayal, some treason,
some particularly despicable public act? Maybe it was just an
especially abrasive personality. And what about Komes’ shins was so
unpleasant it needed remarking--shins not being, in general, a major
erotic zone or point of interest. Was it gout, fat, a disfiguring scar?
Consider the first fragment, the right half of a line: ἐδείμαμεν ἄστεα
μορτοί, “we mortals build cities.” A simple enough statement, a fact,
perhaps a statement of pride. No context, of course, for why one
would state this. Is it a general observation about the kind of animals
we are, or is it in reference to a particular city? Who is speaking? Who
are they addressing, in what situation? The next fragment says
γράμματα δ’ οὐχ εἴλισσεν ἀπόκρυφα, “but he did not decipher the
mysterious writings.” One wonders what writing, what mystery?
More, there seems to be a connection, something in the empty space
that ties this failure to decrypt writing with the fact that men build
cities. There is no connection between the two, of course, but the
mind connects, by habit, tying disparate things together, even if there
is no connection except contingency, the fact that they occur
together on a page, an arbitrary page at that, arranged from
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miscellaneous sources with no relation to each other except that they
have no relation, not only among each other but to anything in the
still existing cannon. Still, they fascinate me, and I have included
several of these fragments.
Meleager wrote epigrams during the Hellenistic era. He was one of
the more prolific and skilled of the poets represented in The Greek
Anthology. I chose to translate just his epigrams to a woman named
Heliodora. They have all the typical tropes of Hellenistic love
poetry—which inspired the later Roman love elegies-- but they also,
for all their polish, seem to have a certain sincerity. I tried with these
epigrams to map the word order and the structure of the epigram as
closely as I could in English.
The epigrams of Pallados, are also preserved in The Greek Anthology.
He was a late poet, writing in Roman and Christian times. His
epigrams stand out for their cleverness and bitterness. He is a pagan,
and a Greek in a world that is rapidly becoming Roman and
Christian. My translation creates a collage of his epigrams. It is an
early translation made under the influence of Ezra Pound’s
“Homage to Sextus Propertius.” I include it, because I think it does
convey the nature and feel of his poems.
The final section contains a few additional epigrams from The Greek
Anthology. It has always been a fertile source for my inspirations, and
instrumental in helping me improve my Greek translation skills.

A note on names: one of the challenges of a translation from Greek
is how to treat Greek names. The tradition is to use the Latinate
forms of the names, swapping out the “os” nominative of the Greek
declension with the “us” of the Latin one, swapping “c” for “k” and
converting most internal “u” characters to “y.” There are other more
subtle changes in diphthongs and other vowels. I prefer the Greek
forms of the words, partially, I suspect, because they are less familiar,
more alien. That said, the question becomes how consistent to be
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with that transliteration. Does one convert Cyprus, which is quite
familiar and clear to most readers, to Kupros, which will surely
confuse? Sometimes I compromise as with “Olympos.” I leave the
initial “y” but change the terminal “us.” This leaves it more
recognizable than “Olumpos,” but preserves some of the Greek
flavor. I have stuck to the Greek forms of words, for the most part,
but have used the Latinate forms where I think the Greek form is
too obfuscating. I do not, however, claim anything like consistency.

A note of the texts: My sources are several and not necessarily the
most scholarly. For Hesiod, I use the Harvard Loeb edition, Hesiod,
The Homeric Hymns and Homerica. I also used the text at Tufts
University Perseus Project at
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/
This was also the source for the Bacchilides and “The Hymn to
Zeus.” For the Sappho I used a PDF of a scholarly analysis of the
poems by Dirk Obbinik. I found the Greek for Erinna’s distaff online. (http://bourguignomicon.blogspot.com/2010/05/fragmentfrom-distaff-by-erinna.html.) For the Mimnermos and Solon, I used
the Elegy and Iambus Volume 1, in the Loeb edition edited and
translated by Edmunds. The Korinna fragments come from Lyra
Graeca Vol III, also in the Loeb edition, also arranged and translated
by Edmunds. Most of the Kallimachos came from the Loeb Library
volume Callimachus, Aetia, Iambi, Hecale and other fragments, Musaeus
Hero and Leander. I also used Hollis’ Callimachus Hecale from Oxford
Press. The epigrams, including the ones that form the Pallados suite,
are from the five-volume Loeb Edition of The Greek Anthology. I also
used the Tuft’s Perseus project with these poems.
One final Note: this book is self-edited. I have done my best, but
any travesties of spelling, grammar, or scholarship are all mine.
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Hesiod
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Hesiod Theogony: Hymn to the Muses
Of the Helicon Muses, let us begin to sing
who possess the great and sacred mount Helicon
who dance around the violet fountain on soft feet
and around the altar of Kronos’ mighty son
who, afterwards, bathe their flawless skin in Permessos
or in the horse’s fountain or in sacred Olmeios-so beautiful, their feet flowing like water.
Later, starting out, they thicken the air into mist,
wandering by night, the send out their lovely voices
hymning Zeus the Aegis holder and his queen Hera
of Argos who walks in sandals of gold
and the daughter of Zeus, the gray eyed Athena
and Phoebos Apollo
and Artemis who delights in archery
and Poseidon who holds the earth in his embrace
and shakes it
and sacred Themis
and the bedroom eyed goddess Aphrodite
and Hebe with the golden crown
and lovely Dione
and Leto
and Iapetos
and Kronos, the street wise councilor,
and Eos
and Gaia
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and great Helios
and the wide Ocean
and the black Night
and now they taught Hesiod beautiful song
while shepherding on the sacred slopes of Helicon
first the goddesses spoke these words to me
those Muses of Olympos, daughters of Zeus
the Aegis holder
“wild shepherd, little more than stomach,
we know how to say false things as if they were true
but, when we wish, we can tell true things.”
So said the eager voiced daughters of Zeus
and they gave to me a scepter
a flourishing wand
a thing of wonder
and they breathed into me a voice
in order into celebrate what was before
and what is
hymning by name those of the blessed race
they who are forever
but what am I saying—all this about oak and stone?
Come let us begin with the Muses
they delight the magnanimous mind
of their father Zeus in Olympos
with their hymns
telling of what is what will be what was before
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their voices blending in harmony.
Glad the house of their father, Zeus thunderer,
at the voice of the goddesses
one voice from several throats,
svelte as the white petals of lily as it spreads abroad
and over the snowy peak of Mount Olympos
home of the undying ones.
and they, in their immortal voices, sing first
of the revered race of the gods
from the beginning
with those Gaia and wide Ouranos bore
and the gods whom these givers of good things engendered
next they sing of Zeus
father of gods and men
both when they begin and when they cease
their singing
how he is the strongest god
and greatest in power
then of mankind and the powerful giants
they hymn delighting the spirit/mind
of Zeus who inhabits Olympos
Muses of Olympos, daughters of Zeus, Aegis holder
them, the Muses in Piera, Mnemosyne,
memory,
presiding over the
hills of Eleutheros
bore in union with Kronos’ son--
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a forgetting of evils and a rest from troubles-Nine nights Zeus joined with her apart from
all the immortals, climbing into her sacred bed
but when one year had passed
and seasons had cycled
and months had wasted
and many days found ends
she bore nine daughters of a homogenous mind whose
hearts desire song and whose spirits
are without trouble.
There, just below the topmost peak of snowy Olympos,
are their bright dancing places and their beautiful homes.
Beside them the Graces and Himeros
dwell in delight
and they send through their lips a lovely voice
celebrating the laws that govern all and the good
ways of the undying ones in their mellifluous voice.
They went up to Olympos, glorying in sweet voices
with immortal song,
the black earth echoed around them as they hymned,
sweet drumming rose under their feet
as they climbed to their father, ruling the sky,
holding the dark thunder and bolt lightning
having defeated his father Kronos by might
and distributed to each of the immortals their fair portions and
privileges.
These things the Muses sing who have their home
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in Olympos, the nine daughters of magnanimous Zeus:
Kleio and Euterpe and Thaleia and Melpomene and then
Terpsichore and Erato and Polumnia and Ourania and also
Kalliope, who is the most renowned
because she attends to the exalted princes and sacred kings.
Whomever of the Princes cherished by Zeus,
the daughters of Zeus attend at his birth and give honor.
They pour sweet dew on his tongue
and from his mouth flow gracious words
and all the people look toward him
as he dispenses law with straight justice
and speaking to the assembly, the prince
soon puts to an end even the biggest quarrel.
This is why there are sensible princes
because when people are misled in assembly,
he turns the matter around,
easily persuading them with gentle words,
and when he walks through the assembly
they all appease him like a god
and afterwards he is noticed by all.
Such is the sacred gift of Muses to men
for it is from the Muses and far shooting Apollo
that singers and harpers come to men upon earth,
princes are from Zeus.
Happy he whom the Muses Love
sweet speech flows from his mouth.
Even if he is full of grief
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with a mourning spirit
full of fresh sorrow
his heart parched dry,
yet a singer, a servant of the Muses,
singing news of past men and the Olympian gods
causes anxieties to be forgotten,
the memory of them prepared for burial.
The gifts of the goddesses turn away sorrow
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Alternate Version:
Of the Helikon Muses, let us begin
to sing, who possess sacred Helikon,
who dance around the violet fountain
on soft feet and the altar of Kronos' son,
and, after, bathe their flawless skin in pure
Permessos, or the horse's fountain, or on
sacred Olemios--feet like flowing water.
Later, they gather the air into mist,
wandering by night, sending their sure
voices hymning Zeus, aegis holder, his
queen Hera of Argos who walks in gold
sandals, his daughter, eyes gray as sea mist,
Athena and Phoebos Apollo, bold
Artemis, the archer, Poseidon who
embraces the earth and shakes it, old
Themis, bedroom eyed Aphrodite, to
Hebe with a golden crown, lovely Dione
Leto, Iapitos, street wise Kronos who
gives wise council, Eos, Gaia, our own
Helios, wide Ocean, black Night, and now
they taught to Hesiod beautiful song, shown
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while shepherding on the sacred brow
of Helikon. The goddess spoke these words
to me, those Muses of Olympos 'How
are you any more than a stomach, herder?
We know how to make false words ring true
but when we wish we can sing true words.'
So they said, eager voiced daughters of new
Zeus. They gave me a flowering staff,
a thing of wonder, and they breathed into
me a voice so I might sing on behalf
of those of the blessed race, they
who are forever--but what is this gaff?
Enough about oak and stone. Let's today
begin with the Muses, they who delight
the broad mind of their father who has sway
in Olympos with their hymns, their insight
into what is, what will be, what was before,
their voices blending in harmony. Bright
joy gladdens the house of Zeus, the thunderer,
at the voice of the goddesses, one voice, many
throats, svelte as white lily petals spread over
the snowy peaks of Olympos where we
find the undying ones. And they in their
immortal voices sing initially
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of the revered race of gods from that point where
they began with those whom Gaia and wide
Ouranos bore and those the gods who share
good things bore in turn. Next they sing with pride
Of Zeus, father of gods and men both when
they begin and when they cease their sweet guide,
how he is strongest, most powerful, then
of men and giants they hymn, delighting Zeus
who dwells in Olympos, Muses who've been
in Piera, whom Memory, who wanders loose
in the hills of Eluetheros bore
in unison with Kronos' son, he choosing a forgetting of evils, a rest for
his troubles. Nine nights Zues joined her apart
from the immortals, climbing into her more
sacred bed. When after a year departed and seasons cycled and many days found
ends, she bore nine girls of one mind and heart
who desire song and whose souls are sound,
untroubled. There just below the snowy
peaks of Olympos, there can be found
their bright dancing places and their showy
homes. Beside them Himeros and the Graces
dwell in delight and they send, flowing
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through their lips a lovely voice that praises
the laws that govern all and the good
ways of the undying ones. It raises
their voices. They went up to Olympos' hood
glorying in sweet voices. The black earth echoes
around them. Sweet drumming rose where they trod
as they climbed to their father’s abode,
ruler of the sky, holder of lightning and
dark thunder, to each god having bestowed
a fair share after defeating by hand
and strength his father Kronos. Then of these
hey sing, those Muses whose homes stand
in Olympos, the nine in song, beauties,
daughters of magnanimous Zeus: Kleio,
Euterpe, Thalia, Melpomene and pleaseing Terpsichore, Polumnia, Erato,
Ourania and Kalliope, the most
renowned of the Muses, for she's also
who attends to princes and kings, the boast
of their people, whichever princes they
chose to honor, they come to him at the foremost
moment of his birth and on his tongue they
poor sweet dew, and from his lips pour
gracious words. All the people look his way
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while he settles arguments with a more
true justice, and speaking confidently,
he will bring even big quarrels to a décorous end. This is why we often see
princes of good heart, because when
people are misled in assembly,
they set the matter right again
easily, persuading them with gentle speech.
And when he passes through a crowd, then
they greet him as a god and beseech
him with reverence. He stands above
the crowd, beyond their reach.
Such is the nature of the holy gift of
the Muses to men. For it is through
them and far-shooting Apollo that love
of singing and harping exist upon the blue
earth. But princes belong to Zeus. And
happy he whom the Muses love. Through
his mouth sweet speech flows. For though a man
be full of sorrow and grief in his
newly troubled soul, and though he stand
in dread because his heart is distressed, yet when a singer, a servant
of the Muses chants his glorious his-
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tories of the men of old and chants
of the blessed gods who dwell in Olympus
he forgets his sorrows and recants
his pain. Such are the gifts of the goddesses.
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Atalanta
Glorious] lord[
]swift Atalanta
Shoinos’ daughter, eyes like the graces,
nubile, she nevertheless withdrew from society
shunning any union with bread-eating men

***

before him arose slender-ankled Atalanta, unequaled
in beauty. Crowds gathered. Her eyes
flashed fiercely. Men watched her awestruck.
The west wind stirred her gown
over her breasts as she moved.
Hippomenes stood firm as people gathered.
The crowds hushed as Schoineos cried:
“listen now, young and old, while
I say what I must say:
Hippomenes comes to win my daughter,
but let him mind these words.
He must race; if somehow he
wins, escaping death, if the gods,
deathless on Olympus, grant him fame,
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then he’ll return to his fatherland.
I’ll grant my child and horses
to cherish at home. May he
rejoice in them and remember always
with fondness that arduous race. May
father Zeus grant him splendid children”

***

on the right[
and he rushing[
drawing back left--a desperate struggle
for lovely Atalanta ran swiftly, scorning
the delights of laughing Aphrodite. He
ran for his life, finding fate
or escaping it. Slyly he called
“Shoineos’ daughter, pitiless, please accept these
gifts from the goddess, golden Aphrodite”

***

following easily, threw the first apple.
Swift as a harpy she snatched
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it. Then he dropped the second.
Now possessing two, swiftfooted Atalanta
neared the finish. He tossed the third
and escaping death and black fate
stood panting[
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The Suitors of Helen
From Hesiod’s Catalog of Women
(Fragment 68 in the Loeb edition, Berlin papyri)
Philoketes pursued her, a captain among spearman,
reputed to be the best,
he came to Tundareos’ bright city
for the Argive girl, who was as shapely as Aphrodite
and had the sparkling eyes of the Graces,
a child of the lovely, dark-eyed daughter of ocean
who gave birth to her after sharing the embraces of both
Zeus and Tundareos in his lamp lit palace
and [
he brought many women skilled in faultless arts
each with a golden bowl in her hands
And Kastor and Poludeukes would have
made him their brother-in-law then and there
if Agamemnon,
Tundareos son-in-law,
had not also been there as a proxy for his brother
Menelaos
and the two sons of Amphiaraos, son of Oikleos,
came from Argos nearby to wed her
yet
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fear of the blessed gods and the condemnation of men
caused them to fail
there was no guile in the sons of Tundareos
From sacred Ithica, strong Odysseus,
Laertes’s son, a multifaceted man,
sought her as bride, but he sent no gifts
for the slender-ankled girl, because he knew
in his heart, Menelaus would win the day
because he was, by far, the richest of the Achaeans
and was forever sending entreaties
to Kastor, the horse tamer,
and prize winning Poludeukes.
and [

] ‘s son sought her

bridal gifts[
cauldrons[
to Kaster and Poludeukes asking for marriage
with Helen, with her luxurious hair,
though he had never actually seen her beauty,
knowing it only from the reports of others.
And from Phulake two aristocratic men pursued her hand
Podarkes, son of Iphiklos, Phulakos’ son,
and Aktor’s noble son, proud Protesilaus
both kept sending messages to Lakedaemon,
to the house of wise Tundareos, Oibalos’ son
offering many bridal gifts
for the girl’s renown was immense
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brass[
gold[
to wed Helen with her lovely hair
From Athens the son of Peteöus, Menestheos,
offered many bridal gifts,
being immensely wealthy, with treasures
of gold and cauldrons and tripods,
and many fine things which lay hidden in the house of Peteöos.
In his heart he hoped to win his bride
by giving more gifts than anyone else
for he thought none of the other heroes
could compete with him in wealth and gifts.
Also strong Lukomedes came by ship from Crete
to the house of the son of Oibalos
for Helen with her beautiful hair[
]sought her[
and among the suitors was second only to blond Menelaus
in the extent of his gift giving
He really wanted, with all his heart,
to wed the Argive Helen.
And from Salamis Aias, the pure warrior, came
offering appropriate gifts and even wondrous deeds,
for he said he would herd together all the lumbering oxen
and all the sheep of all those who lived in Troezen and Epidaurus
near the sea and in the island of Aegina and in Mases,
sons of the Achaeans, and in shadowy Megara
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and in gloomy Corinth and in Hermione and Aisne
which lie along the sea. He was famous for his prowess
with the spear.
From Euboea, Elephenor, leader of men, son of Chalkodon,
prince of the bold Abantes. He offered many gifts
for he too desired very much to wed
Argive’s Helen with the rich tresses.
From Crete powerful Idomeneos came, Deukalion’s son,
descended from the famed Minos,
he sent no one to woo her in proxy
but came himself in his black ship with its many oar benches
over the Ogulian sea, across dark swells,
to the home of Tundareos to see the Argive Helen
so that no one else would bring for him
the girl whose fame had spread over all the sacred earth.
And, at Zeus’ prompting, the all wise came[
Lord Tundareos, sent none away of those that
came for the girl’s sake,
nor did he accept any of their gifts yet,
but asked all the suitors to swear oaths,
to swear and vow on unmixed wine that no one from here on
should act on their own regarding marriage
to the girl with the shapely arms, but, that if any man
should throw aside fear and reverence
and take her by force, the others would pursue him,
and make him pay for his indiscretion.
And each of them, hoping still to be the groom,
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did as he asked without hesitation.
In the end, the warrior Menelaus won the competition
because he gave the greatest gifts.
Meanwhile, Chiron was taking care of the son of Peleos
in woody Pelion, the swift Achilles,
the apex of men though still a boy.
Menelaus, nor any man on earth,
would have prevailed against him
if Achilles had found her unwed, but,
as it was, the warrior Menelaus won her first.
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Beginnings of Trojan War
Helen bare Hiermone, an unexpected child.
Now strife divided the gods, for
Zeus, highthundering, was contemplating wondrous works,
stirring turbulent storms over boundless earth
intent on exterminating the race of
articulate men, declaring he would destroy
the halfgods that n[o wretch]ed mortal
would mate [with a g]od's children
seeing [fate with their own] eyes,
that the bl[essed gods hereaf]ter as
before [live apart from ]men's dwellings.
But on [those born both of]
[immortals & mortals Zues imparted sorrows]
]destroying heroes
[

]
]nor any man
]go upon black ships
]the most powerful hands
]of deathfearing men

all that was, is, shall be
he brings to pass glorifying the
councils of his father Zeus clouddriver
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for no one mortal or immortal
fathomed he would arrange to send
so many heroes of men by
sword to Hades--fallen in war.
He didn't yet know his father's
mind, how men try to protect
their children from disaster, delighting still
in his all-powerful father's wishes.
From tall trees, innumerable leaves fell
and fruit fell because Boreas, the
north wind, howled at Zeus's order.
Seas stormed. All trembled before him,
mortal strength dissolved and spring fruits
failed. When the hairless one, in
a secret place, gets three young
every third year. Springs, he dwells
in mountain thickets, avoiding men's paths,
winters he lies in caves under
earth, covered in luxurious leaves, a
dread snake, back marked with spots.
When he shows hubris, Zeus's arrows
lay him low[
only his spirit remains on holy
earth, fluttering in a small den,
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it comes feebly to sacrifices offered
beneath the broad fields of earth
& it lies[
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Homeric Hymn
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The Rape of Persephone from the Hymn to Demeter
Of Demeter, “rich-haired”
“trim-coifed” said EP (of Circe)
luxurious hair (the color of wheat in the late summer sun)
seminal goddess, I begin to sing
of her
and of her daughter τανυσφυρου
with tapering—long stretched—ankles,
whom Hades seized [as she had been] given [him]
by loud-thundering, wide-seeing Zeus.
Apart from Demeter of the golden sword
of the splendid, stately fruits,
she played with the maiden/daughters of Ocean
deep bosomed (whatever that might mean—)
picking flowers, roses and crocuses
in the untilled meadow,
and also lovely violets and irises and hyacinth,
(the lexicon flowers the meadow of her last innocence)
and the narcissus which was to be a snare
for the budding girl,
made to grow by Earth at the will of Zeus,
lord of many, a radiant marvel (the narcissus):
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It was a thing of awe to see
whether by the undying gods
or by men given to death
from its root sprang a hundred blossoms,
its smell so sweet,
all the wide heaven above,
and all the earth laughed,
as did also the salt sea swells,
and she was amazed and reached out with both hands
to take the lovely toy
and the wide-pathed ερυαγυια earth
gaped open in the plain of Nusa
and he sprang for her, the lord, ruler of many,
with his deathless horses,
son of Kronos,
he of many names.
He seized her against her will into his golden chariot
and carried her away weeping.
She let out a piercing cry with her voice
calling out to her father, Kronos’ Son, most high, and excellent,
but no one, either of immortals or of mortal men,
would have heard her voice—
not even the fruit bearing olive trees—
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if not for the tender-hearted daughter of Persias,
Hektate, with the shimmering head scarf,
and lord Helios, Hyperion’s shining son,
[who heard as] the girl cried to her father, Kronos’ Son.
But he was sitting apart from the other gods
in his temple where many pray,
receiving precious gifts from mortal men.
And so, she was carried away unwillingly,
as Zeus had planned it,
by her own father’s brother, host of many,
ruler of many, on his deathless horses,
by that son of Kronos, who bears many names.
(following the labyrinth turns
of Greek syntax here)
And for as long as the girl beheld the earth
and the starry heaven
and the deep currents of the fish engendering sea
and the sun’s rays, she still hoped to see
her dear mother,
and the clans of the ever-living,
so long her hope calmed her great heart for
all her troubles
[

]
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(one line lacuna here)
And the peaks of the mountains and the depths of the sea
echoed with her deathless voice.
And her mother heard
and her heart ached.
She tore the covering from her hair
with her tender hands,
and threw her dark cloak off her shoulders,
and sped like a wild bird over the firm
and the yielding
(earth and sea)
seeking her daughter.
But no one of the gods nor of moral men
nor any birds of omen, offered her true messages.
For nine days the queenly Deo
wandered the earth, torches in her hands,
tasting no ambrosia nor sweet nectar,
nor sprinkling water to cleanse her body,
so sad she was.
But when the tenth illuming dawn appeared,
Hektate, having a torch in her hands,
met her and spoke the words that bore the message.
“Regal Demeter, bringer of seasons, and giver of good gifts,
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Which of heaven’s gods or what mortal men
has seized Persephone and stabbed you heart with sorrow?
I heard her voice, but I did not see with my eyes
who it was.
I tell you all I know truly and succinctly.”
So said Hektate. But Rhea’s well coifed daughter
did not answer with words but swiftly
sped away with her,
her hands holding flaming torches.
and so the came to Helios, watchman of both the gods
and men,
and stood before his horses,
and the brilliant goddess questioned him:
“Helios,
at least regard me in this, if as a goddess
(this sentence much reworked)
I have ever warmed your heart or spirit—
the girl I bore, my sweet branch, noble in form,
I heard her cry through the barren air
as of one seized violently,
though I saw nothing with my eyes.
But for you all upon the earth and all upon the sea
you see with your beams shining down
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from the upper atmosphere.
Tell me, unerringly, of my beloved daughter,
if you saw anything of who among the gods
or mortal men
forced her against her will
and against mine, and fled away.”
So she said, and Hyperion’s son replied with words,
“Daughter of lovely-haired Rhea, Queenly Demeter,
I will tell you without falsity, for I greatly
reverence and pity you in your sorrow concerning
your trim-ankled daughter.
None of the other immortals are to blame
if not (except) cloud gathering Zeus who gave her to Hades
his own brother, to be his lovely wife,
He seized her into his chariot and led her into
the mists and gloom, crying loudly—
but, Goddess, put a stop to this excessive weeping
nor is it necessary for you to hold this unrelenting anger
for not an unfitting husband among the immortals
is Hades, ruler of many,
(trying to following the curve of the Greek)
your own brother, a branch of the same tree,
who also, for honor, was awarded that third
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when at first the division was made
to be ruler of those” (the dead, that is).
So he said, and called to his horses
and coming swiftly to his call,
they bore his sift chariot away like long winged birds.
But a grief more terrible and more dog savage
came into her heart so that, afterwards,
she was so enraged with the dark-clouded son of Kronos
that she kept apart from the agoras of the gods
and high Olympus
and went instead to the towns and richly worked fields
of men,
disfiguring her form a long time
and no one of men or deep-bosomed women knew her.
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Hymn to Aphrodite
Muse, tell me the deeds of splendidly
golden Aphrodite, the Cyprian, who
stirs sweet longing in gods, subduing the family
of man, the birds of the air and creatures of the blue
sea—all these worship her, Cytherea,
beautifully garlanded . . .

but upon her, herself, Zeus thrust sweet desire
to mix with mortal men, so that very soon
not even she would be innocent of the fire
of love for mortals, lest laughter loving Aphrodite croon
one day that she had mated immortal gods
with mortal women who bore sons soon
to die and mated goddesses to any odd
mortal man. So he put in her heart
sweet desire for Anchises, so like a god,
who was tending cattle in the rampart
well-watered hills of Ida. When she
saw him, she loved him. Longing had its start.
She went to Cyprus, to Paphos, her sanctuary
and entered her sweet-scented abode
where the Graces bathed her in heavenly
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oils such as blooms on the skin of the hallowed
gods and laughter loving Aphrodite put
on her richest dress and decked herself with gold
She left sweet scented Cyprus and set foot
in a hurry for Troy, traveling high
in the clouds and so came to the mountainous root
of Ida, mother of wild beasts, and by
the shortest path went to the hut there
across the mountains. After her came sly
wolves fawning on her, fierce lions and bear,
swift leopards hungry for deer
It made her happy to see them. She put fair
desire in their chests so that peer to peer
they fucked in the shadowy stream beds,
but she came to the shelters and found him here
the hero Anchises, alone, at the homestead,
handsome as a god, the others following
the herds over grassy fields. He instead
wandering here and there, playing
a trilling tune on the lyre
and, Aphrodite, daughter of Zeus, taking
the height and look of a mortal woman to not seem dire
when he saw her with his eyes
and when Anchises saw her he marveled at her attire,
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her bearing. Her dress shimmered like moon lit skies
over her breasts, gold, embroidered, a wonder
to see. She wore twisted brooches and likewise
earrings shaped like flowers and under
on her tender neck were necklaces, and
Anchises, awestruck, said to her,
“Lady, whichever one the blessed ones you are who stand
here, whether Artemis or Leto or
golden Aphrodite, noble born Themis, or grand
Athena of the bright eyes or maybe more
you are one of the Graces who keep
the gods company, also immortal, or
one of nymphs who haunt the wooded deeps
or one of those who live in this place
in the lovely mountain, or where a spring seeps
that births rivers or one of those that race
through grass meadows. I will make you
an altar on a high peak, in a place
all can see from afar and I will make sacrifices to
you in all seasons so you will feel
kindly toward me and grant that in due
time I may gain prestige among Trojans and appeal
that you give me strong children for the years
to come. As for me, it would be ideal
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if I could live a long life in good cheer
and come to old age a prosperous man
among my people.” Aphrodite answered here:
“Anchises, most glorious man
of all born on earth, know that I am no
goddess. How is it that you can
compare me to the deathless ones? No,
I am mortal, a woman bore me
there is no reason to fear me so.”

so speaking, he took her by the hand
laughter loving Aphrodite, her face turned away
her lovely eyes cast down, crept to stand
by the bed already prepared for when the hero lay
down, covered with the soft fir
of bears and lion which he himself had slain
in the high mountains, and when he brought her
onto the bed, first Anchises removed
her gleaming jewelry of pins her twisted brooches, her
earrings and necklaces, then he moved
to undo her belt and take off her bright gown
which he lay on a silver grooved
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seat, then, by the will of the gods, a seed sown
by destiny, he lay with her there,
mortal man with immortal goddess, lying down,

not knowing what he did

hail goddess, queen of well-built Cyprus
with you I began
now I will turn to another hymn
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Sappho
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but you’re always prattling about Charaxos
coming home with a full ship. Zeus
and all the other gods are aware, I think,
but thinking doesn’t make it so,
instead direct me to go and pray
to Queen Hera again and again
that Charoxos may arrive here
steering his ship back
to find us safe and sound. Let’s
trust all else to the gods
for out of massive storms fair weather
can quickly resume.
Those to whom the king of Olympus
wishes to give a divine helper
turn away from trouble, become happy
and are richly blest.
And, if Larichos elevates his act,
and eventually establishes himself
we could, even from our many travails,
soon be freed
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Why wouldn’t anyone despair
Cypris, Queen, and desperately long
to call back the one she truly loves?
What are you thinking?
infecting me with shivering
desire, weak in the knees
not
you

I wish

to suffer this
but I am aware
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Erinna
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Epigrams
Columns, and sirens, mine, and the sad jar
that holds Hades’ few ashes.
To those that pass by my tomb, greetings,
whether townsmen or from another city.
That I was a bride, buried here, tell them.
That my father named me Baukis, that know
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“The bride, Baukis, is mine;” as you pass the tear stained
stele, to him below the earth, to Hades, say,
“You are envious, Hades.” The lovely inscription you see
will relate Baukis’ basic story:
how the groom’s father used the same torches
over which Hymen sang to light the funeral pyre,
and how you, Hymen, modulated the wedding song
into a mournful dirge.
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From delicate hands, this picture: good Prometheos,
there are men who share your talents.
And if he who painted this true picture had
but added speech, it would be Agatharchis whole
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The Distaff

girls
brides
moon
leaves
the wool of a
shorn lamb
deep pounding
waves

leaping from the white horses with scurrying feet,
I shouted—you were playing tortoise.
You raced through the hall’s big courtyard–
these, poor Baukis, are manifestations of my deep grief for
you.
Their traces are etched in my heart,
still warm—what we once played at is now coals–
Nights in our bedrooms dressing our dolls up like
bridegrooms,
and, at dawn, your mother came singing at the door
saying to get up, time to work the wool–
When we were little, Mormo, the monster, terrified us
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lurching on its four feet, shifting shapes–
but when you entered your husband’s bed
you forgot everything your mother taught you
as a child
dear, Baukis,
Aphrodite
oblivion
still I am forced to put aside my grief for you.
My feet are not allowed to stray from home,
nor am I allowed to see you dead,
nor mourn with my hair loose,
instead my face is red with shame, tears on my cheeks
always before
nineteen
Erinna dear
looking at the distaff
know that
smiling
shame
girls
long hair

women

speaking of gray haired women
for mortals
to you, friend
Baukis, I break down
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flame
wailing
O hymen
touch
all for one, Hymen
poor, poor, Baukis
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Mimnermos
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What's life if Aphrodite the golden
is gone? What is pleasure?
Man's better off dead when these
things pass from the heart
triumph of surrender, embrace in darkness
these alone are the flower
of youth--but when old age
with its wilting sorrows comes,
a man grows feeble, ugly, the
heart wears thin expecting evil
and all joy in the sun
and its light is gone.
A man is hated by boys
then, found undesirable by women
such a hell have the gods
made of our old age
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We, like flowers blooming in spring,
grow so quickly in the sun’s light.
Like them, we delight only briefly in the blossom
of youth, the gods teaching us neither evil
nor good, before, standing by us, the goddess of death
brings the end: painful old age
and death. We possess youth’s fruit a short time
like sun spreading over the earth,
and when that time comes to an end,
better to die than to live.
Many the sorrows that arise in the heart:
houses crumble, poverty forces desperate acts,
a man lacks children, and, then more than anything,
longs for them when descending into Hades,
or he develops a soul-wasting disease—there is no one
to whom Zeus does not give evils
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Solon
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Our city will never be destroyed by the will
of Zeus, nor by any of the blessed, immortal gods
for such is the protection of the great-hearted
daughter of the father,
Pallas Athena, who holds her hand over us,
but our citizens are willing to destroy this great city
through the folly of their greed.
From the corrupt minds of the leaders of the people,
from their hubris, will come great distress
and many sufferings,
for they don’t know how to restrain excesses
or how to control the present revels peacefully
. . . grow rich by encouraging unjust actions
. . . stealing, without regard for whether it is
sacred or public property, raking it in here and there,
with no acknowledgment of the seminal
foundations of justice,
who, in her silence, is aware of what was and is,
and who, in time, always comes for recompense.
No city can avoid this wound,
falling quickly into an evil servitude,
dissention among the tribes, waking war
that destroys the prime of so many lives.
A lovely town is quickly destroyed by hostile men
by the gatherings loved by the unjust.
Such are the evils twisting among the people.
Many of the poor are taken to foreign lands
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sold into fetters and shameful chains,
having to bear the unbearable toils of slavery.
This common evil comes to every house.
The doors will no longer keep it out.
It leaps over the highest fences, finding all
even if they flee into the most inner chamber.
This is what my heart urges me to teach Athens:
Just as bad governance hands a city over to disaster,
good laws and everything in good order
often put fetter on the unrighteous,
smooths the jagged, limits excess, dims hubris,
wilts the weeds of confusion,
straightens crooked judgements, softens
arrogant deeds, ends dissentions,
ends the anger caused by bilious strife;
For under her, all things for men
are complete and wise.
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From clouds arise the power of hail and snow
and thunder is born of the bright lightning.
A city is deprived of its great men. The people
are bound through ignorance to a monarch.
For one that sets out too far from land,
it’s not easy to return.
One should think of these things before it’s too late.
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If you suffer through your own fault,
don’t blame the gods for it.
You, yourselves, have added to their strength
with guards
increasing your evil servitude.
Each of you walks lightly like a fox.
Your minds are porous,
for you look to a man’s tongue
and clever words,
and never look to the deeds he does
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You, numinous children of Memory and Zeus,
Muses of Pieria, listen to me, I pray.
Happiness, grant me before the gods,
and before men, the expectation of good,
to be sweet to my friends, bitter to enemies,
to these revered, to those feared.
I want wealth, but not to acquire it
unjustly. Justice always follows later.
The riches given by the gods always come
to a man, last, from bottom to the top
where men, choosing from pride and
not by the given order of things, persuaded
by unjust acts, even if unwilling,
swiftly find themselves embroiled in chaos.
Such things begin small like a fire,
pretty at first, but terrible at completion.
The acts of hubris are not long in finding death,
but Zeus observes all ends--as suddenly
the clouds are scattered by winds
in spring, stirring the many swells of the infertile sea
to its depths, sweeping over wheat rich fields
knocking down the fair labor, blowing even
to the high thrones of the gods in heaven
making the sky clear again to see
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so that the light shines over the rich land,
lovely, and the clouds are no longer seen:
this is the retribution Zeus brings about.
Unlike mortal men, he is not quick to anger,
but those with wicked hearts do not escape
his notice. In the end, he brings all to light.
One will pay now, another later. Even for
those who run away to escape the fate of the gods,
it always comes again. Even if it's not their fault,
they pay the price or their children or their children's
children after them.
As mortals, we are reminded thus of good and evil.
Each keeps whatever expectations he already has
before suffering, then he laments. Before
we all delight in gaping at empty hopes:
One that is wracked by a painful disease
persuades himself that he will be whole,
another man, a coward, believes he will be brave,
or one not having a graceful form that he
will be handsome,
or if one is poor, constrained by the necessities
of poverty
he will expect to become wealthy.
Each has their own impulse that drives them:
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some wander the fish-bearing sea in ships
in search of profit, braving repeated storms
braving every hardship,
another hires himself out annually
to push the curved plow through the fertile land,
another works bringing together
the arts of Athena and the skillful Hephaistos
to earn a living with his hands,
another through his education in the gifts
of the Muses,
mastering the metrics of his art,
Another is a doctor, skilled in many drugs,
one who heals—and for these there is no end
to labor,
for often from small pains come big ones,
and what cannot ameliorate it? Soothing medicines,
though sometimes, one tortured by disease and pain
can be quickly healed by laying on hands.
For others, still, far shooting, Lord Apollo,
gives them prophecy so they can see
the evil that comes from afar,
those near to the gods, for neither fate
nor priestly sacrifice will keep
what is omened by the birds from occurring.
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Such is the fate of mortal men for good and evil.
It is a gift, not to be shunned, coming from
the deathless gods.
In every venture there is hazard, nor do we
know the fate a thing bears at the beginning.
Sometimes when a man attempts to do good,
he does not see the consequences and falls
into great confusion and difficulty.
To those doing ill, God gives, in each case,
good, freeing them from thoughtlessness.
There appears no end to wealth for men.
Now, those who have the most life among us
have twice the drive: Who can satisfy all?
The deathless ones send riches to mortals,
yet confusion arises when Zeus presents
the price. Sometimes one, sometimes another prevails.
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Korinna
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I come to sing of
the skillful virtues
of heroes, as in those
good tales of old
women for the whiterobed daughters of
Tanagra. Greatly
does the city celebrate
my clear, ringing voice
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In fact, I reproach even
clear voiced Myrtis
because, despite her gender,
she contended against Pindar
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The Contest between Helikon and Kitheron
“ [goats]?
brought gifts of sacred [food]
and gave it, in secret from
crooked councilor Kronos, in the time
after blessed Rhea deceived him
winning great honor among immortals”
The Muses then told the blessed
ones to place their ballot stones
in the golden urns, and all rose at once
And the larger vote was Kitheron’s.
Swiftly Hermes proclaimed in
a loud voice that he had won
victory. A garland was placed
on his head by the blessed ones,
and his heart laughed.
But, overwhelmed with bitter
grief, Helikon tore out a smooth
rock. The mountain side gave way
and he tossed it down
among the innumerable people
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The Marriages of the Daughters of Asopos
Of Muses, garlanded in violet,
I tell, a good gift,
hymning the divinities in song
[

Of when Aegina, your child,
Zeus, father, giver of good things
[

Never [

] for she

attending to Zeus and the goddesses
will soon be happy
Of your daughters, three are with
Zeus, father, King of all,
three are married to the lord
of the sea, Poseidon, and two
share a bed with Phoebos
One is married to Maia’s good
son, Hermes—for they were
persuaded by Zeus and Eros
to enter your house secretly
and steal away your nine daughters
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In time, they will bear heroes
and be fruitful mothers.
Learn both the things you ask
of the prophetic tripod and
of how I came to know all this.
This honor I have through fifty
powerful kinsmen, the share
apportioned to Akraephen
in the sacred temple to be
a prophet of truth.
For first the son of Leto
gave Euonoumos the right
to take oracles from the tripods,
then Ourieos drove him from his land
and was the second to hold the power,
he, a son of Poseidon. Then
my father, Orion, took the land
from him for himself and had
the power next. Now he dwells in
heaven, his due of honor.
That is how it comes that I
know and can prophesy the truth.
As for you, friend, set your mind
at ease and yield to the immortals
wives to the father of the gods
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So said the holy oracle
And Asopos took him by his hand
and, shedding a tear from his eye,
made him answer[
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Are you going to sleep forever?
There was a time, Korrina,
when you weren’t so lazy
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Bacchilides
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Dithyramb 15
The wife of Antenor
ἀντιθέου godlike, beside the gods (Antenor, that is)
priestess (servant) of Athena (the wife, that is)
rabble rousing Pallas (ὀρσιμάχου)
golden
Odysseus
son of Laertes & Menelaos, kingly son of Atreus
deep- girded Theano
whatever “deep-girded” might mean
βαθύ]ζωνος Βαθυς deep, waisted?
a silk sash around her slender waist
Call upon
well built
hit
with the gods
heart in mid-night
(rats gnaw at the papyrus)
lead,
and their father, the wise hero,
repeated the whole speech of the Achaeans
to King Priam, and through
the broad streets of the city rushed
gathering the ranks of the Trojans
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into assembly αγορα
words to speak were running everywhere
παντᾷ δὲ διέδραμεν αὐδάεις λόγος
(rumors were wild)
Raising their hands to the immortal gods,
they prayed for their sorrows to end.
Muse, who was first to speak the just words?
Menelaos, son of Pleisthenes spoke winning words
having consulted with the beautifully robed Graces:
“O Trojans, battle loving, ἀρηΐφιλοι,
Zeus who dwells on high and sees all
is not to blame for the great sufferings of mortals.
All men have it in them to reach
unwavering (straight) ἰθεῖαν justice, attendant
of holy Eunomia and prudent Themis.
Prosperous, whose children live with justice.
This last part
difficult (labyrinth of syntax)
But Hubris—I had to search for this as subject-Who, swiftly growing with greed & lawlessness,
will swiftly give to a man another’s
power and wealth
only to cast him into deep ruin.
Hubris destroyed the arrogant sons of Earth
and the giants
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Attributed to Bacchylides
εἰμί νεκρόϛ

I am a corpse

νεκρόϛ δὲ κόπρος

a corpse is dirt

excrement of some sky
γῆ δ’ ἡ κόπρος ἐστίν

the earth is dirt

εἰ δ’ ἡ γῆ θεόϛ ἐστ’,

if the earth is a god

οὑ νεκρόϛ ἀλλά θεόϛ

then I am not a corpse

but a god
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Kallimachos
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Hymn to Zeus
Zeus, since these are his libations, what’s better to be sung
than the god himself, the eternally powerful ruler
who routed Pelagonians, law giver for the sons of Uranos-and how-- as lord of Dikte--shall we sing of him or as
lord of Lykaion?
I am in doubt since there are questions concerning his birth.
Zeus, some say you were born on the hills of Ida,
Zeus, some say in Arcadia. Father, do either of these lie?
“Cretans are always liars.” In fact, the Cretans built a tomb for you,
Lord, but you did not die; you are eternal.
In Parrhasia, Rhea bore you on a hill protected by dense thickets.
The place is therefore holy. No animal needing Eileithuia,
nor any woman approaches. “Rhea’s primeval
childbed” the Apidanians call it.
It is there your mother laid you down from her great lap.
She immediately sought a stream of water
to clean herself from childbirth and to wash you,
but great Landon did not flow yet, nor the Erumanthos,
that clearest of rivers, because Arcadia at that time
was waterless. Yet eventually it was destined to bear
the epithet “well-watered.” In that time, when Rhea
unfastened her belt, many hollow oaks clustered
on top of watery Iaon and Melos bore many wagons,
and on Karnion, wet though it is now, many venomous snakes
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had dens. A man could walk over Krathis
and the pebbled Metope, thirsty,
while abundant water lay just under his feet.
In her need, the Lady Rhea said, “Friend earth,
give birth too. Childbearing is easy for you.”
And saying that, the goddess lifted her arm
and struck the mountain with her staff.
It split in two and a great flood poured out.
In this she washed and swaddled you,
giving you to the Neda to care for secretly
within Crete, to raise you in hiding,
she being the oldest of the nymphs attending there,
the first born after Styx and Philuria-nor did the goddess grace her with an idle gift,
she named the stream Neda, which, I believe,
flows by the very city the Kaukonians call Lepreion,
then joins with the stream Nereus where, in its ancient waters,
the grandsons of the Bear, daughter of Lykonios, drink.
When the nymph who was carrying you departed from Thenae
for Knosis,
Zeus, father—for Thenae was near Knosis—your umbilical
cord fell away
and forever after the Kydonians called that place
“the plain of the omphalos.”
Zues, the companions of the Kurbantes took you into their arms,
Diktae, Melia, and Adrastia, laying you in a cradle of gold
and you sucked the fat rich breast of the she goat Amaltheia,
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and afterwards ate of the sweet honeycomb.
for the Pankrian bees had suddenly began to their work
on the hills of Ida which are called Panakria.
The warrior Kouretes danced like soldiers around you,
banging on their armor so that Kronos would hear
the clatter of their shields rather than your baby cries.
You grew well and you were raised well, heavenly Zeus,
your journey quick, swiftly growing your first beard.
But even as a child, you were setting up your administration,
so that your kin, even though of the previous generation,
could not begrudge that you took heaven as your home.
The ancient poets were not entirely truthful.
They said the sons of Kronos were assigned their three realms
by lot,
but who would gamble for Heaven and Hades
other than a total fool. You cast lots for equal values,
but these are far from equal. When I tell a lie,
I make sure it is one a listener can believe.
You were made chief god not by lot
but by the works of your own hands,
by Might and Strength that stand by your throne.
You adopted the eagle, the supreme bird, as a messenger
of your signs. May the signs you present to my friends
always be favorable.
You gathered to yourself the most powerful men,
not those skilled in ships or in shields or in song-those you let fall to the lesser of the blest--
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other cares for others-You took the rulers of cities themselves, beneath whose hands
are the landowners, the skilled spear men, the oarsmen,
all, in fact, for what’s not under the head man’s power.
Those who work in bronze and water, for instance
belong to Hephaistos, those given to war, to Ares,
those in hunter’s tunics to Artemis, to Phoebos
the familiar tunes of the lyre, but to Zeus are the kings,
for nothing is more godlike than kings.
That is why you let them fall to your lot
and why you gave them cities to watch over.
You seat yourself in the high places of the cities
and watch over who judges their people crooked
and who straight
and you gave them abundant affluence and happiness,
to all, but not in equal measures. Take, for example,
our assigned ruler who is a step ahead of others.
By evening he has accomplished what in the morning
he thought-big things by evening—lesser things he finishes
even as he thinks them,
while others can take a year or even more than one.
You frustrate their deed and cut short their desire.
Hail, son of Kronos, highest, giver of good things.
Who could sing your works?
There has never been and will never be one
who can sing your deeds.
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Hail father, hail again. Give us virtue and prosperity.
Without virtue wealth cannot bless men,
nor virtue without prosperity.
Grant us virtue and well-being.
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Kallimachos Aetia
prologue
I know] Telchines belittle my songs
ignoramuses, leaving the muses unamused
because I've not "sung" of kings
. . .]many thousand continuous lines
. . .] heroes, annotating short tales [childishly
though my decades aren't few
. . . . . ]to the Telchines this: tribe
. . .] with epistemological cirrhosis
.. . . . .]few lines but cornHarvesting Demeter
. . . ]outweighs by far long[
the small coin not the large
. . .]woman taught Mimnermos delights
. . . . . ] from Egypt to Thrace fly
. . . .] cranes relishing Pygmy blood
let Massagetai arc their arrows at
Medes]; s[ongs]'re more honied short
Pass-by, slanderous generation; judge by artistic
criteria not Persian measuring rods
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don't expect me to spawn thundering
song; thunder belongs to Zeus.
When first I set tablet on
knee, wolfSlaying Apollo told me
. . . . .]poet, fatten the sacrificial animal
but keep the muse thin”
this too] “walk a path wagons
haven't rutted, avoid common tracks.
Don't drive your chariot on interstates
choose narrower roads, less traveled.”
We sing for lovers of cicada
. . . .]not cacophony of asses.
Let others bray like longeared beasts,
let me be elegantly winged
so I may sing sustained by
dew, so I may shed
old age which weighs me down
like Sicily on monstrous Enkaledos-nevermind, whom the Muses accept young
they'll not cast away gray
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178
Neither the Pithoigia nor Orestes’ white
day for slaves goes unheeded.
At the annual rites of Ikarios’
child,-- lamented Erigone, your day-he invited friends to symposium, among
them a stranger from Egypt,
here on private business, an Ikian
born. I shared his couch,
unintentionally, but Homer’s saying’s not false
gods bring like to like.
He too hated large Thracian draughts
preferring the smaller rustic cups.
As wine passed the third time,
introduced, I said to him:
“The saying’s true: wine requires not
only water but also talk,
for talk’s not ladled out nor
will arrogant cupbearers serve it
today when freeman fawns on slave—
let’s fortify cups against tedium.
Theugenes, answering my most fervent questions,
Why does your country worship
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Peleos the Murmidon king and how
does [Thessaly re]late to Ikos?
and why to farm[
heroes descent [child
as they speak forms[
concerned with[
the other knows[
ears perked for ready narrators”
after I had spoken[
“Thrice blessed, few as happy,
If you live ignorant of seafaring—
like gulls, waves my home

....
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43 (on the Sicilian Cities)
for all golden ointments and fragrant
garlands that gifted my head
breathe no more; for all teeth
passed to my ungrateful gut,
nothing remained until tomorrow; only what
I put in my ears remains.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .] late autumnal season
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .]I’ll speak
also of Kamarinos where Hipparis winds
[. . . . . .]
I know a city at Gelas’
headwaters [purporting] descent from Lindos
and Minoa where Kokalos’ daughters poured
boiling bathwater on Europa’s son.
I know of Leontini [. . .
the Megarians sent by Nisa’s
Megarians. I can tell of Euboea
and Eryx, loved by Aphrodite.
No one who built a city
comes unnamed to its feast.”
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So I said. Klio spoke again,
hand on her sister’s shoulder,
“The people Perieres and arrogant Krataemenes
lead from Kume and Chalkis
disembarked in Sicily, building city walls
without guarding against the Harpasos,
most inauspicious, unless followed by herons
for it has [deleterious] effect
on towers and surveyor’s chords when
measuring alleys and flat streets
--[go with?] hawk’s wings[. . . .] if
ever you lead a colonization.-After builders strengthened the towers with
battlements placed around Krono’s scythe
--for hidden underground there, the scythe
he used castrating his father—
[quarreled?] about the city [one wished]
] the other disagreed
they asked Apollo arbitrate to whom
the new foundation should belong
He said neither Pereires nor Kratemenes
should be the town’s patron.
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Apollo spoke. They heard. Then ‘till
now, the founders remain unnamed.
The magistrates summon him thus to sacrifice:
Whoever built our city, grace
us. Feast. Bring one or two.
No little ox blood’s been spilt.”
She finished. Of this too I
wished knowledge—my wonder growing—
Why does Kadmeon Haliartes celebrate the
Cretan Theodeasia beside Kissoses’ waters?
Only in the cities incense [Minoa
shipping it in great vessels
….]fountain of Rhadamanthus[…t…
remaining traces of his legislation
. . .]for his wisdom now[. . .
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Akontios & Kudippe
67
Eros himself taught Akontios his arts
--for he was not skilled—
when he burned for beautiful Kudippe
to legally be named “husband”
for, Apollo, he came from Iulis,
she from Naxos to Delos
he descended from Euxantios, she from
Promethos, both beautiful island stars.
Many mothers asked for Kudippe to
bride their sons, offering oxen.
for none came to the spring
of hairy Silenos with a
face more like dawn nor danced
more delicately as Ariede slept

68
lovers noticed the youth when at
school or the bath[
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69
many lovers of Akontios toasted him
tossing cups in Sicilian manner
70
]the archer himself
wounded by another’s shot arrow
72
on every pretext he visited the country
73
carved in your bark the letters
that say Kudippe is beautiful
74
shameless, why I impose this fear
75
the girl and boy bedded
ritual required her prenuptial night shared
with one whose parents lived
for Hera once—dog, dog, desist!
you’d sing of forbidden things
glad you’ve not witnessed the rites
of Demeter. You’d spill all.
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Knowledge is dangerous for the garrulous
a child with a knife.
With morning oxen were to startle
seeing blades reflected in water,
but that evening she was pale
with that disease we banish
to goats—falsely called ‘Holy’—she
wasted nearly to Hade’s gate.
A second time they set couches-sick again for seven months.
A third time they considered marriage.
A third time chills settled.
after four, her father[
and Phoebos replied and said
“an oath to Artemis frustrates her
my sister wasn’t tormenting Lugdamis,
nor weaving reeds at Amuclae’s shrine,
nor in Parthenios cleansing stains,
but in Delios, when your daughter
swore to wed only Akontios
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Keux, if you take my council,
] fufill your daughter’s oath.
With Akontis you’ll not mix lead
with silver but with gold.
You are sprung from Kodros, he
from priests of Zeus Aristaios
the Ikmian priests who pacify Maira
on mountains when she rises
and ask of Zeus the wind
that drives quail into nets”
So Apollo. Her father returned to Naxos.
When questioned she revealed all.
Therefore Akontios [ ] your business to
]go to Dionysias.
Promise kept, the bridesmaids sang the
marriage hymns, delayed no longer.
I bet, Akontios, for that night
you removed her maiden girdle
you’d not accept the ankle of
Iphikleios who skimmed over corn
without bending it, nor Midas’ wealth.
All who know Eros would
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agree with me. From that marriage
a great name was destined.
The Akontiadae are numerous, Kean, and
are still honored at Iulios.
All this we learned from Xenomedes
who recorded a mythological history
beginning with islands inhabitation by Corycian,
nymphs fleeing a Parnasian lion,
thus calling it “hydrussa”, and how
Kirodes[

]lived in Karuae

how they settled a country where
Zues receives offerings to trumpets,
how, for disregarding the gods, Telchenes
and Demonax were struck by
lightning—all recorded by the old
man-- and how Makelo and
her daughter Dexithea were unscathed when
the island burned for hubris,
and how of its four cities
Megakles built Karthaia and Eupulos
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son of the heroine Chruso built
the flowing fountains of Iulis
Akaios, Poeessa, throne of the Graces
& Aphrastos, Koresos. Mixed in,
that truthful man related your love
from there to my Muse
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110. Berenike’s Lock
Examining all the plotted, moving stars
[

]

Konon saw me in Berenike’s lock
dedicated to all the gods
[

]
oath, your head and life

[

]
Theia’s bright child carried over

Arsinoe’s obelisk, and through the middle
of Athos where destructive Persians
sailed. What can we do, Locks
of hair, when mountains succumb
to iron? Would the whole race
of Kalubes perish, who first
brought an evil plant from earth,
first taught men to hammer.
When newly cut my sisters mourned.
The brother of Memnon, Ethiopian,
gentle breeze, the horse of Arsinoe
of the violet belt, swirling
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with his swift wings, seized me
with his breath, and carrying
me through humid air, he placed
me in Cypris’ lap. Aphrodite
Zephyritis, on the shore of Kanopis,
chose him, herself, for this.
So not only[
] the Minoan bride
should cast its light on man
but I too, beautiful lock
of Berenike, shall be counted among
the numerous bright stars above,
washed in Ocean waters and rising
close to the immortals. Cypris
set me to be a new
star among the ancient ones,
proceeding late autumn [ ] to Ocean
The joy of these honors cannot
outweigh my distress. No longer
shall I touch that head which
on which, when Berenike was
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virgin, I drank so many delicate
scents, but never married perfumes.
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112 (Epilogue)
[

]
]when my muse[

of the Graces[ ] queen’s mother
not with a false mouth
wholly good, wholly fruitful, he said
whom the Muses told stories
as he shepherded by the fiery
horse’s print. Fare well. Prosper.
Hail Zeus. Preserve our kings. For
me the Muses prosaic pastures
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From the Hekale
may I have this alone as my stomach’s hedge
against hunger, but Hekale[
and of the oats and milks that dripped cereal onto the ground
you will get no thanks[
bearer of bad news[
if only you would be still alive then to know this
how the Thriae inspire an old crow[
yes by (the god unnamed) yes by my wrinkled skin
yes by this tree, though dry,
for all the suns have not yet disappeared into the west
with the broken pole and axel
but it shall be evening or night or noon
or dawn when the crow,
which now shares the colors of the swan,
or of milk, or of the finest cream on the crest of the wave
shall put on a sad plumage, pitch black,
the reward of Phoebos one day
when he gets the bad news that Koronis
the daughter of Phleguas has run off with Ischus,
the horse driver.” While speaking, sleep over came her
and her listener, asleep, but not for long-for soon the frosts of early dawn arrived
when the hands of thieves cease their hunting.
For already the lamps of dawn are shining,
many drawing water, are singing the well song
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and the wagon’s creaking axel wakes the man
whose house is near the road
and many annoy the blacksmiths by asking
for a light
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Iambos 1
Listen to Hipponax(famous iambographer),
for have I not come
from where an ox sells for a penny
bearing iambics which do not sing of the battle with Bupalos
a
gap
and
but come, gather at the temple outside the walls
where the old man who imagined the ancient Panchaean Zeus
babbles λαλαζων and scratches in his unjust book
αδικη βιβλια

[gap]
O Apollo, men swarm like flies around a goat herd
or like wasps from the ground
or like the Delphians from a sacrifice
O Hektate what a crowd.
a bald head ψιλοκορςης
will exhaust his breath blowing so as not to be left
without his threadbare cloak
(nobody knows what this means)
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keep silent
and write down my story
a man, Bathukles, of Arcadia—don’t worry it is not a long tale,
don’t turn your snub nose up at me
for even I don’t have that kind of leisure
as I must—o dear, o dear—whirl back
into the midst of Acheron—
One of the blessed (ευδαιμον)
of old times. He had all those things
by which men & gods know a white,
a lucky day
He was about to slip into that long sleep
for he had lived a good life
he arranged his sons some on one side
and some on the other side of the couch
because he had painful joints (δεςμος arthritis)
[absent a line]
ready now to take a roll (αλινδειςθαι—“roll in the dust”)
] with maidens???
ready, that is, for marriage? [
lifting himself
on one elbow like one drinking
] man of Arcadia, and looking at the ceiling
said
children, my anchors, as I am passing away”
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some fifteen lines
lost
in which Bathukles seems to have given his gold cup
to his sons
to give to the wisest of the sages)
and
he sailed to Miletos. For Thales was the victor,
on the one hand he was dexterous (δεξιος , on the right hand)
with other things
and on the other was said
to have mapped the stars of the chariot (ursa major)
by which the Phoenicians guide their ships
and that one of those people older than the moon
(Προυςεληνος )
(Amphalkes, son of Bathukles, Arcadians)
luckily found the old man in Didumeos
--a temple of Apollo—
scratching with a staff in the earth that schema
which Phrygian Euphorbos
devised, first to diagram both unequal triangles & the circle
[ ] and taught men to abstain
from living things (Pythagorus)
but they did not obey him, not all but only those
possessed by a daimon (not quite the evil spirit
of the Loeb library translation)
To him (Thales) he spoke: [ ]
“My father asked me to give this cup to the wisest
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of the seven and I award you first place”
and he, still scratching the ground with his staff
and stroking his beard with his other hand
said:
“I, for one, will not accept the gift.
If you are not to disobey your father’s saying,
Bias. . .”
here a 20 line gap in the papyrus, of which,
says the note, 4 are known
from other sources.
Solon and he sent it to Chilon[
and again the gift returned to Thales[
“Thales dedicates this prize, awarded twice
to the protector of Neleus’ people”

but if one sees him he will shout
no one knows who Kallimachos is talking to here
or what he is talking about
“he is one of the kind of Alkmeon”
i.e. mad (as in Euripides)
and “flee” he will say, “flee the man” and
the Corycian, eavesdropping behind,
gapes,
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his tongue curling like a dog’s drinking
says
[
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Iambos 4
[In which the olive argues with the laurel]
and you also claim—do you not—son of Charitades,
to be of us
[Simos, his name,
though nothing else is known of him]
listen to this story: Once on Tmolos (a mountain in Lydia)
an olive and a laurel quarreled
the ancient Lydians say[
a beautiful tree
having shaken her new branches
[the left hand of a flake
of papyrus—
the laurel speaking:]
“fool [
for me [
the same[
stupid olive [
Delos home [
and me [
the underside [left] is white like the belly
of a water snake,
the other, exposed, charred by the sun
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(the leaf of the olive, that is,
dark leaf, bright under leaf
lifted by the breeze)
what house is there where I am not beside the doorpost?
what oracle or priest fails to carry me?
Also, the Pythian priestess has her seat on laurel,
laurel she sings and her bed is made of laurel
stupid olive
didn’t Branchos cure the sons of the Ionians
with whom Phoebos was angry
by striking them with laurel
twice or three times while muttering a spell
I also go to the feast and the dance
of Pytho and I am awarded for victory
the Dorians cut me on hills of Tempe
and carry me to Delphi
whenever the festival of Apollo is celebrated
stupid olive
I know no sorrow
nor those paths walked by those who carry the dead
I am pure
men do not step on me
I am holy (ἱρἡ γἁρ εἰμι)
but you whenever men are to cremate a body
or lay it in a grave
they wear you as wreaths
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and, alas
they spread you under the sides
of the one who breathes no more”
so much the one (Laurel) said
and then no more,
but the oil bearing tree
disposed of her antagonist very quietly
“Oh, fair in all, you have sung my greatest beauty
at the end
like a swan—
may I never tire [of doing this]
I accompany those men whom Ares [has killed]
and beneath[
]of princes who[
and when the children carry to the grave
a white haired Tethys
or some old Tithonos
it is I who go with them, It is I
spread in their path
I take more joy in this, than you
in those that carry you down
from Tempe,
but since you mentioned it
am I not a greater prize than you?
Aren’t the Olympic games greater than those at Delphi?
but silence is best.
For me, I have no word of blame or praise for you
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but two birds who are perched among my leaves
twitter this—they are a chatty couple
‘who created the laurel? Earth and
[ just like the pine the oak the ilex the galingale
Who created the olive?
Pallas
when she competed for Attica against he
who dwells among the seaweeds
in the old times
with the snake-tailed man
as judge
strike one against the Laurel.
Which [god] honors the laurel, which the olive?
Apollo honors the laurel; Pallas the olive
in this it is a tie.
I do not choose among gods
What is the fruit of the laurel?
What use I can make of it?
Do not use it for food drink or ointment,
but the olive is the primary food [of the poor]
the olive cake as it is called,
secondly, it produces oil
thirdly, the pickled olive which even Theseus swallowed
strike two for the laurel.
Whose is the leaf offered in supplication?
The olive.
strike three for the laurel
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Too bad how they chatter on and on
slanderer, crow
don’t wear down your beak -Whose tribute do the Delians keep?
The olive.
Who sheltered Leto
[a few
broken lines
such that]
citizens in the country
for garlands not the laurel
in the bloom of glorious victory in sun
enduring in the orchard of pear trees
praiseworthy
to prophesy
on doorposts
offering the laurel
So she spoke. The other, hurt by the speech
determined in her heart to strike back
a second time until
a raspberry bush spoke up
thorny
for it was not far from the trees
“come on now, let’s stop this
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let’s not give pleasure to our enemies
let’s not rashly say harmful things against one another”
but this[
but the laurel tree,
raging like a wild bull
said
“You disgrace,
you would claim to be one of us?
Don’t let this be, Zeus.
Even having you near suffocates me.
no by Phoebes,
no by the lady for who the cymbals clang
no by Paktolos [
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Imabos 12
a birthday poem
unique in Greek literature
Artemis of the Cretan plain
and mount Dikte
honored [
or you [
Leontos [
[tatters of papyrus]
And you spinning the most beautiful thread
(the Fates spinning)
is[

] words not false

knows the Cretan tomb is empty
(the tomb of Zues, for which claim
he proverb “All Cretans are liars”)
and that he did not kill his father’s snake
(anybody’s guess)
accept therefore
gentle goddess
this request:
Muse, I will sing for the little girl
Once
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as Hera was celebrating the seventh day
of her daughter’s birth (Hebe)
the gods throned in Olympos
argued over who could grace the child
with the most beautiful gift
Zeus the father[
Tritonis (Athena)
bought many toys cleverly crafted & carved
and many came from the guardian of the Isthmus
(Poseidon)
more precious than gold[
]so the gods
in friendly rivalry
competed with gifts
but you
Delian Apollo
with your treasure house in ancient Pytho
[

]
you said this:
“Phoebos,
you must try your art
(the art of song)
which will out do even the crafts of Hephaestos
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think for example of the ants
those Indian dogs
(Heroditos said the ants of India are larger than foxes
but smaller than dogs)
they are said to bring gold from deep in the earth
on their wings
but often the home
where the ants settle
will be crass,
it will pay no heed to ancient[
mankind, kicking away both Dike (justice) and Zeus
will praise gold and honor greed
the gifts of Athena
and the others,
will lose their shine with time
but the most beautiful gift to the child
(Apollo’s song)
while my cheeks & chin are free of hair
while the ravening wolves delight in kids
[
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Epigrams
Who are you, shipwrecked stranger? Leontichos found your dead
body on the beach and buried it in this tomb,
weeping for his own fragile life, for he too does not rest
but, like a gull, travels over the sea.
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Someone reminded me, Heraklitos, of your
death. I wept, recalled conversations

talking pale suns to rest. Now,
Halikarnassian friend, you are ashes

but your nightingales sing still. Death,
seizing all, won't seize them
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Fragmenta Incertae Sedis
We mortals build cities

But he did not decipher the secret writings

The Muses as a small child sat him on their [knees]

Always small things to small men are given by the gods

We have our sharpest madness at the beginning

Chellon, hated by the people, and ugly shinned Komes

Like those of the wandering life who roam field to field

Troilos wept less than Priam

If Prometheus molded you,
and you are not of some other clay

For we singers always sacrifice without smoke
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Heads of garlic from Nisaean Orgas

He had no listeners

As much as he wanted a sweet crumb of bread

Chisels, the plummet of a level, and the sinking plum of a mason’s
line

Terns coming from the sea, at midday, diving

and drank (devoured) the black blood

I am not begrudging of my Muse

and bright dawn rose

the fountain threw up white water
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the animal that is not mentioned before the first hour

furrows of Aonian waves

if you know a god, you know gods can achieve anything

I sing nothing not attested

and to the gods to burn on the flame, cakes

these dormant tears, why wake them

new wine with his food

the sacred lane of Anubis

the purse of the poor is always empty
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may I howl like a wolf

nor did he pay the least attention to the noxious words
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Meleager
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Heliodora
Pour, and again say, again, again, “Heliodora,”
say and sweeten the wine only with her name.
Bring me, still dripping with scented oils, yesterday’s
garland to wear in memory of her.
Love’s rose weeps, see, because it perceives she
is elsewhere and not with me, here on my lap.
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Pour one for Heliodora Peithos and Heliodora Cypris and
one for her as a sweet voiced Grace,
for I style her a single goddess whose longed-for name
I stir into unmixed wine.
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Truly, by Eros, I would rather hear the whisper of Heliodora
in my ear than hear the son of Leto’s lyre.
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The garland around Heliodora’s brow wilts,
but she glows, a garland for the garland
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I’ll weave white violets. I’ll weave among myrtle berries
delicate narcissus. I’ll weave laughing lilies.
I’ll weave sweet crocus and the hyacinth’s
purple. I’ll weave love’s roses, so, scattered in her
flowing hair, upon the scented curls of Helidora,
will be the flowers of the garland
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I predict someday in myth sweet spoken Heliodora,
by her graces, will best the Graces themselves.
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Within my heart, sweet talking Heliodora,
soul of my soul, was placed by Eros himself
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Her talon like fingernail was nurtured by Eros for Heliodora,
her scratches dig to the heart.
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Flower sucking bee, why do you leave Heliodora’s
spring fresh skin? If you wish to share that she
is both sweet and hard to bear, always
bitter to the heart and has love’s sting,
then go back to the flowers, you little flirt,
I already have this nugget of news
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One thing, mother of all gods, I beg you, beloved Night,
I beg, companion of my revels, Mistress Night,
if someone lies under the cloak of Heliodora
warmed by her body, resisting sleep,
let the lamp snuff, and let him resting on her belly
lie there, snoring, a second Endymion.
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O Night, O wakeful longing for Heliodora,
and the endless itch of sorrow bringing tears,
Is there any scrap of affection remaining? Is the memory
of my kisses still warm in her cold imagination?
Does she have no one to lie with but her tears? Does she
curl into herself embracing a specter of me?
Or does she have a new lover? A new toy? May you never
see this, Lamp. Assigned to your care, guard her well.
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How’s it strange, if man hating Eros shoots fiery arrows
and laughs bitterly with vacant eyes?
Isn’t Ares his mother’s lover and isn’t she made a wife
by Hephaestus? She’s shared by fire and sword.
And his mother’s mother, the sea, is she not whipped by wind,
roaring wildly? And his father’s neither who nor what.
So, he has Hephaestus’ fire, the fury of the waves,
and he loves Ares’ bloodstained arrows.
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This Eros that lives with me is a ball player. To you, Heliodora,
he tosses my trembling heart.
But come consent to his game, for if you toss me away
he’ll not bear this hubris in our wrestling games.
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I beg, Eros, this sleepless longing for Heliodora,
let it sleep, please don’t shame my advocate Muse.
For I swear by the bow that cannot shoot another
but aims all of its arrows at me,
If you kill me, I’ll leave testimonials that say,
“Look, stranger, at love’s homicidal work”
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Tears, even down through the ground, Heliodora,
I give, my last token of affection, to you in Hades.
Tears, ill wept, on your tearstained tomb,
wept remembering desire, remembering affection.
Sadly, sadly, for you, loved even in death, Meleager
mourns, an empty gesture to Acheron.
How, where is my heart’s desire, my tender shoot? Taken by
Hades. The blooming flower defiled by dust.
But I beg you, all sustaining Earth, she, who all mourn,
into your gentle embrace, Mother, take her.
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Pallados
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Pallados: a standup routine,
a soliloquy of bitterness

think how your father engendered you

that dreamer Plato
made you proud

lust and a smear of sperm

even gnats and ants have bile
yet you tell me be bileless

without wrath

sure
and I’ll sew my mouth shut
and not bother to breathe

surprised that murderers prosper?

it’s a gift from Zeus
hell, he’d have killed his own father
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if he’d been able

bound and gagged like a robber in the pit

in black Tartaros

you don’t insult me
you insult my poverty

if Zeus himself lived on earth
a poor man
he’d be insulted

a poor man never lives
and never dies

a corpse already in a living grave

Fortune’s without logic
or law
she comes from nowhere
and behaves like a whore

how rebel against the whirlwind
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woman is the wrath of Zeus
punishment for the theft of fire

no antidote
to flame

she curls men like burning leaves

cinders at the gates of premature old age

even Zeus has no peace

Hera tossed from the company of the immortals
suspended like a raindrop
amid clouds
so Homer told it

a woman is never in harmony with her man
even if they share
a couch of gold

praise! be kind
insults only draw lawyers
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slandering others is the sweetest honey

10,000 times I’ve told myself
self no more epigrams

legions hate me already

but when I saw him

his fat face

I couldn’t
help myself

you talk too much
be silent
practice for the grave

all life’s the scene before an actor’s tent
take your part lightly
or suffer consequence

we Greeks are ashes

we have buried the hopes of our dead
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today everything is overturned

are we dead only seeming to live?

last of the Greeks

we have come upon hard times
imagining our dreams are life

or are we alive

is it life
that’s dead?
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Receiving gifts he writes "Dear Brother,"
receiving none just "Brother"
Words cost. For me brother's enough.
His dear's just too dear
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Miscellaneous Epigrams from the Greek
Anthology
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Athens’ honey fed child, chatterer, a chattering cicada
you’ve caught a feast for your hungry chicks,
Chatterer on chatterer, winged on winged
summer’s guest on summer’s guest.
Won’t you drop it immediately? It’s not right or just
for singer to be in a singer’s mouth
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Winter seas deposited you, Phillis, naked
on winerich Lesbos' stony ankle,
deserted even by goats, left unburied
on its seawashed protruding foot
Perses
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For life, Heraklitos, even more than when you lived
weep, for life is more tear worthy now.
At life laugh now, Demokritos, more than ever before,
for all of life is more laughable now.
And I, considering you both, am confused: how
cry with one, yet laugh with the other.
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Weary stranger rest under this elm
breeze articulating its green leaves.
Drink water bubbling from sweet springs
much pleasanter than wilting heat
Anyte
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Manus, a slave while alive, dead
is equal to great Darius
Anyte
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No more, Orpheus, will you lead enchanted
oaks, nor rocks, nor wandering herds,
no more sooth roaring winds, hail, drifting snows
or crashing seas. You are dead.
The daughters of memory mourn you,
none more than Kalliope, your mother.
Why weep for our dead when even gods
can’t defend their children from death
Antipater of Sidon
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These are the sweet works of Erinna,
few, coming from a girl of nineteen,
but superior to many. If Hades were less swift,
who would have a greater name?
Asclepiadas
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Girl, poet, honey bee. Erinna was gathering
flowers for the Muses
when Hades seized her. She spoke presciently
saying, “Hades is an envious god.”
Leonidas or Meleager
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Erinna’s Lesbian honeycomb, this; if small,
all mixed with honey by the Muses.
Her three hundred lines equal Homer,
though but a girl of nineteen.
Whether at the distaff in fear of her mother or at the loom
she stood at work in the service of the Muses.
As far as Sappho excels Erinna in the lyric,
that’s how far Erinna excels Sappho in hexameters
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This seaside tomb is Archilochos’ who first made
the Muse bitter, dipping her in snake’s
venom, staining Helicon with blood. Lykambes knows,
mourning his three daughter’s suicides
Tread softly, stranger, to avoid arousing the wasps
that nest on his tomb.
Gaetulicus
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I’m Heraklitos. Why push and pull, ignoramus?
I don’t toil for you but for those who understand.
One man is worth 30,000. Most are worth nothing.
I say this even from Persephone’s porch.
Anonymous
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Cypris, the calm, lover of bridegrooms, Cypris, ally
of the just, Cypris, mother of storm tossed desire,
Cypris, I a man but half torn away from my saffron bridal
chamber,
frozen to the soul by the Celtic snows,
Cypris, I your peaceful servant who never gossips idly,
tossed on your deep blue seas,
Cypris, who loves to bring ships to port, lover of wedding
ceremonies, save me, bring me to the harbor of sweet Naias
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Young, but poor; now old, I am rich.
I alone was miserable in both.
When I was able I had nothing.
Now, unable, it is mine.
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The things of mortals are mortal. All passes
us by, or, if not, we pass them by.
Lucian
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Έλπις hope
χρονος time
two lines
an epigram from the Anthology by Julius Polyaenus
some minor Hellenistic official perhaps
(no entry for him in my Oxford companion)
hope always steals κλεπτει
time from life
ή πυματη δε ηως
the last dawn
overtakes
much business
ασχολιας α privative σχολιας leisure

not leisure

fairly dull
perhaps a double intention
proposing leisure as better than not leisure
enjoy the time one has
κλεπτει suggests kleptomaniac
hope as a shoplifter
but is that fair
it adds new layers of metaphor
a substitute for the lost power of personification
or a cheat
hope’s a shoplifter pocketing moments of precious time
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the last dawn catches us
in the midst of many schemes unfinished
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Notes
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These notes are not primarily scholarly. They do not provide a full
annotation of the proper names and references in the poems, nor do
they point to textual sources and disputes. Rather they are comments
on the poem from the perspective of a poet who is a translator. The
things I note are things that were important to me in the act of
translating and comprehending the poems. In the spirit of “Etudes,”
these notes reflect what I was studying when working on the poems
and what I learned.

Hesiod
Theogony:
I have provided a brief glossary of places and names after these
notes. I would recommend the Oxford Companion to Classical Literature
as a reference if you really care to identify each name and allusion.
The horses' fountain refers to a myth that it was formed by Pegasus'
hoof print.
Nobody really knows what the Aegis is. The Oxford Companion says
of it “Attribute of the Greek gods Zeus and Athena, usually
represented as a goatskin or a skin-covered shield, later having a
fringe of snakes and a Gorgan’s head, used to frighten enemies and
protect friends.” Liddell and Scott punt and say simply that it is an
epithet of the Homeric gods.
"the bedroom eyed goddess Aphrodite": the Greek is ἑλικοβλέφαρόν
which means "quick glancing", or moving eyes with the idea, I
believe of a flirtatious look or a come-hither look, thus "bedroom
eyed."
Similarly, with Kronos, "street wise councilor" translates
ἀγκυλομήτην meaning something like "he of the crooked council,"
crooked not in our sense of "a crook," but twisty, overly clever, a bit
deceiving.
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The meeting of Hesiod on the slopes of Mount Helicon are among
the most important lines in Western poetry, but they are very
difficult to render with the proper weight and significance:

αἵ νύ ποθ᾽ Ἡσίοδον καλὴν ἐδίδαξαν ἀοιδήν,
ἄρνας ποιμαίνονθ᾽ Ἑλικῶνος ὕπο ζαθέοιο.
τόνδε δέ με πρώτιστα θεαὶ πρὸς μῦθον ἔειπον,
Μοῦσαι Ὀλυμπιάδες, κοῦραι Διὸς αἰγιόχοιο:
ποιμένες ἄγραυλοι, κάκ᾽ ἐλέγχεα, γαστέρες οἶον,
ἴδμεν ψεύδεα πολλὰ λέγειν ἐτύμοισιν ὁμοῖα,
ἴδμεν δ᾽, εὖτ᾽ ἐθέλωμεν, ἀληθέα γηρύσασθαι
ὣς ἔφασαν κοῦραι μεγάλου Διὸς ἀρτιέπειαι:
καί μοι σκῆπτρον ἔδον δάφνης ἐριθηλέος ὄζον
δρέψασαι, θηητόν: ἐνέπνευσαν δέ μοι αὐδὴν
θέσπιν, ἵνα κλείοιμι τά τ᾽ ἐσσόμενα πρό τ᾽ ἐόντα.
καί μ᾽ ἐκέλονθ᾽ ὑμνεῖν μακάρων γένος αἰὲν ἐόντων,
σφᾶς δ᾽ αὐτὰς πρῶτόν τε καὶ ὕστατον αἰὲν ἀείδειν.

And they taught to Hesiod beautiful song
while shepherding on the sacred slopes of Helicon
first the goddesses spoke these words to me
those Muses of Olympos, daughters of Zeus
the Aegis holder
“wild shepherd, little more than stomach,
we know how to say false things as if they were true
but, when we wish, we can tell true things.”
So said the eager voiced daughters of Zeus
and they gave to me a scepter
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a flourishing wand
a thing of wonder
and they breathed into me a voice
in order into celebrate what was before
and what is
hymning by name those of the blessed race
they who are forever

It is a statement about the nature of poetry and inspiration, that has
echoes through millennia of later poetry.
That Memory is the mother of the Muses is important and has poetic
and philosophical significance. The function of poetry to the Greeks
was to remember heroes, to keep things present through memory,
to preserve things from the oblivion of forgetfulness.

Κλειώ τ᾽ Εὐτέρπη τε Θάλειά τε Μελπομέενη τε
Τερψιχόρη τ᾽ Ἐρατώ τε Πολύμνιά τ᾽ Οὐρανίη τε
Καλλιόπη
Klio and Euterpe and Thalia and Melpomene and then
Terpsichore and Erato and Polumnia and Ourania and also
Kalliope

This is the earliest reference for the names of all nine muses. They
got their traditional areas of influence later, in Roman times. Here
Kalliope is the muse of princes and kings, a role that later mutates to
become the Muse of Epic.
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ὅν τινα Μοῦσαι
φίλωνται: γλυκερή οἱ ἀπὸ στόματος ῥέει αὐδή.
εἰ γάρ τις καὶ πένθος ἔχων νεοκηδέι θυμῷ
ἄζηται κραδίην ἀκαχήμενος, αὐτὰρ ἀοιδὸς
Μουσάων θεράπων κλέεα προτέρων ἀνθρώπων
ὑμνήσῃ μάκαράς τε θεούς, οἳ Ὄλυμπον ἔχουσιν,
αἶψ᾽ ὅ γε δυσφροσυνέων ἐπιλήθεται οὐδέ τι κηδέων
μέμνηται: ταχέως δὲ παρέτραπε δῶρα θεάων.

Happy he whom the Muses Love
sweet speech flows from his mouth.
Even if he is full of grief
with a mourning spirit
full of fresh sorrow
his heart parched dry,
yet a singer, a servant of the Muses,
singing news of past men and the Olympian gods
causes anxieties to be forgotten,
the memory of them prepared for burial.
The gifts of the goddesses turn away sorrow

Another definition of the function of poetry.
Alternate Version:
The notes on the first translation will also serve for the alternate
version, though I will mention a couple of “creative” rhymes or
cheats. These two stanzas illustrate:
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in dread because his heart is distressed, yet when a singer, a servant
of the Muses chants his glorious histories of the men of old and chants
of the blessed gods who dwell in Olympus
he forgets his sorrows and recants
Breaking the line on the syllable “dis” and “his” gave me the
rhymes I needed, but perhaps at a cost.
Atalanta
A fragment from the Catalog of Women. I was experimenting with
using a six-word line to imitate the hexameter of the Greek. It often
forced me to be more compressed than the Greek and also explains
my enjambed words such as “breadeating” and “swiftfooted” and
some of the hyphenated adjectives.
The story goes that Atalanta was a huntress who hated the idea of
marriage. She refused to marry any man who could not defeat her in
a race. Anyone that raced her and failed was put to death.
Hippomenes took up the challenge, but enlisted the aid of Aphrodite
who gave him three golden apples to toss to Atalanta, so that when
she bent to pick them up, it would slow her down.
In Greek culture, everything was an agon (ἀγον), a contest. Anything
that was worth having was the result of a competition. Hesiod
described it in the beginning of Works and Days, there are two types
of envy, one is evil and results in resentment and greed, the other
spurs you on to be do better, to achieve greatness. Even poets
competed. The tragedies were presented in an annual competition
and judged. There is an apocryphal story of a competition between
Hesiod and Homer. Everything is competition, life, art and war.
οὐκ ἄρα μοῦνον ἔην Ἐρίδων γένος, ἀλλ᾽ ἐπὶ γαῖαν
εἰσὶ δύω: τὴν μέν κεν ἐπαινέσσειε νοήσας,
ἣ δ᾽ ἐπιμωμητή: διὰ δ᾽ ἄνδιχα θυμὸν ἔχουσιν.
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ἣ μὲν γὰρ πόλεμόν τε κακὸν καὶ δῆριν ὀφέλλει,
σχετλίη: οὔτις τήν γε φιλεῖ βροτός, ἀλλ᾽ ὑπ᾽ ἀνάγκης
ἀθανάτων βουλῇσιν Ἔριν τιμῶσι βαρεῖαν.
τὴν δ᾽ ἑτέρην προτέρην μὲν ἐγείνατο Νὺξ ἐρεβεννή,
θῆκε δέ μιν Κρονίδης ὑψίζυγος, αἰθέρι ναίων,
γαίης ἐν ῥίζῃσι, καὶ ἀνδράσι πολλὸν ἀμείνω:
ἥτε καὶ ἀπάλαμόν περ ὁμῶς ἐπὶ ἔργον ἔγειρεν.
εἰς ἕτερον γάρ τίς τε ἰδὼν ἔργοιο χατίζει
πλούσιον, ὃς σπεύδει μὲν ἀρώμεναι ἠδὲ φυτεύειν
οἶκόν τ᾽ εὖ θέσθαι: ζηλοῖ δέ τε γείτονα γείτων
εἰς ἄφενος σπεύδοντ᾽: ἀγαθὴ δ᾽ Ἔρις ἥδε βροτοῖσιν.
καὶ κεραμεὺς κεραμεῖ κοτέει καὶ τέκτονι τέκτων,
καὶ πτωχὸς πτωχῷ φθονέει καὶ ἀοιδὸς ἀοιδῷ.
So, after all, there is not only one kind of strife upon the earth
but two: one a man would praise
when he comes to know her
but the other is blameworthy. They have entirely distinct natures:
one breeds evil war and battle and is so cruel
no one loves her,
though, through the will of the gods, she is granted
due respect-the other is the oldest daughter of dark night and Kronos,
who sits above the earth in the air,
she is rooted in the earth and is far kinder.
She stirs even the laziest to work.
A man grows eager to work when he considers how
his neighbor, a rich man, plows and plants
and puts his house in order.
Neighbor competes with neighbor as he hurries after wealth.
This strife is good for men.
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Potter contends with potter,
craftsman with craftsman,
beggar is jealous of beggar,
and singer competes with singer.
The Suitors of Helen
Also from the Catalog of Women. The technique I used here, as with
many of the translations, was simply to get as close to the Greek as
I could and them go through and clean up the English. I think this
is a fairly typical approach to translation—though I am not
convinced it is always the best.
“ the lovely, dark-eyed daughter of ocean” : Leda, famously raped by
Zeus in the shape of a Swan. She bore Kaster and Poludeukes,
Klytemestra, and Helen. Supposedly, after Zeus’s rape, Leda literally
laid an egg from which Helen emerged.
Note that Tundareos is essentially auctioning off Helen to the
highest bidder.
Although I am a fan of Greek poetry, I am not enamored of every
aspect of Greek culture. Three aspects, in particular stand out: their
penchant for pederasty, their treatment of women as property and
their use of and dependence on slave labor. The three are not
disconnected; they all embody a form of demeaning others of
holding them as property.
There are some strong women in Greek history and culture-Sappho, Erinna, Korinna as poets, the Ptolemaic queen Cleopatra—
but the fact that we know only a few dozen names over millennia of
time, is indicative enough of their overall status. Some have
suggested pederasty is a cultural reaction the demeaned state of
women. Love must be located in an object that has some intrinsic
value. That being said, there are many love poems to women in the
Greek cannon.
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The two sons of Amphiaraos,” part of the seven against Thebes
story. The sons were tainted with a blood curse for killing their
mother to avenge their father.
The beginnings of the Trojan war:
Also from the Catalog of Women. As with Atalanta, I used a six-word
line to mimic the hexameter of the Greek. The two translations are
from a much older attempt at the Catalog than the Suiters of Helen.
“He didn't yet know his father's mind,” The “he” here is Hermes.
The “hairless one,” a snake. Not entirely sure what it is doing here,
but think it serves as an ominous omen and perhaps a parable. It
might be relevant that Zeus is often associated with snakes.

The Homeric Hymns
One of the questions that arises when translating Greek, especially
Greek using Epic dialects and meters is what to do the epithets like
“rich-haired,” “trim-ankled,” “deep bosomed.” They are repeated so
often they almost lose descriptive power. There function was
probably oral, a mnemonic, and which epithet was used in a given
spot was probably more a matter of which fit the meter at that place
in the line, rather than which was more appropriate to the subject at
hand. We are not primarily oral people, at least not when we read,
and the repetition of the epithets can get boring or even annoying.
So, a game of sorts, among translators, is to see how many variations
you can make of a single epithet, trying to translate it a little bit
differently each time.
Hymn to Demeter
The hymn to Demeter is one of the great hymns. It is almost
unbelievably beautiful, chronicling the rape of Persephone and the
sorrows of Demeter. I have only translated about a third of the
hymn. Zeus gave Persephone to his Brother Hades without the
consent of knowledge of her mother. They created a flower, the
Narcissus, to lure her to the appointed spot for her seizure.
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The line “(the lexicon flowers the meadow of her last innocence)” is
mine. Throughout, though more in the beginning, I commented on
the poem or the Greek in the body of the translation. I have
experimented with this as a mode of translation many times, with
varying degrees of success or failure. The opening lines refer to
“Canto 1” of Ezra Pound’s Cantos where he refers to Circe as “trim
coifed.” The Greek word is ἠύκομον, which means “good hair” or
“well haired.”
Hymn to Aphrodite
The Hymn to Aphrodite is also quite beautiful. I have only translated
the scenes where Aphrodite comes to Anchises, a Trojan shepherd,
and seduces him. In the full hymn, she is eventually revealed and
Anchises is terrified of the fact that he has slept with a goddess—as
he should be. The result of their union will be Aeneas, founder of
Rome. In Virgil, Aeneas carries the aged Anchises on his shoulders
from the burning city of Troy.
I have translated the excerpts into terza rima, for the same, not so
good reasons I translated the beginning of the Theogony into terza
rima. It has a certain formality and beauty that I think the Greek
would have to the Greeks, even though the meter and rhymes are
foreign to their poetry.
Apart from the seduction, I have also included the opening and
closing lines of the hymn.

Sappho
These two poems are recent finds. They were discovered in 2014 on
a papyrus held by a private collector in London. The first is one of
the most complete fragments to survive from Sappho. It consists of
her asking her mother to let her go pray to Hera for the safe return
of her brother Charaxos. It also comments that if Charaxos returns
and her other brother, Larichos, can get his act together, maybe the
family could finally have some peace.
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The second fragment is more tattered, with Sappho asking
Aphrodite, why anyone would give up on love.
The hardest part of these poems, initially, was just finding a Greek
text. As is usually the case, my first translations were very literal, but
I modified it to make the English more readable.

Erinna
Erinna was a contemporary of Sappho’s. There is a possibility the
knew each other or at least knew of each other. Not much of
Erinna’s poetry survives, though there probably wasn’t much to
begin with. She died at nineteen years of age. Her surviving poetry
consists of three epigrams and a fragment of her 300-line hexameter
poem called “The Distaff.”
The epigrams were relatively easy to translate. Again, I tried to
replicate, where possible, her word order to honor what she chose
to emphasize. The Distaff was more difficult. The fact that is was
so fragmented and some of the vocabulary made it harder to get a
grasp on what is going on at times. I reworked it several times to get
a clearer sense across in English.
As I mentioned in the introduction, there is a remarkable innocence
and pathos here, that is not common in Greek poetry. It is tragic so
little of Erinna’s works remain.

Mimnermos
The two elegies of Mimnermos included here are an archetype of the
Carpe Diem theme in poetry.

Solon
Solon was one of the “seven sages” of ancient Greece. He was
considered one of the wisest men of his time. He is largely
responsible for reforming Athenian laws and creating its first
democratic constitution. After establishing the new government, he
exiled himself for seven years so that the system would have a chance
to develop without his influence. He wrote about his policies and
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beliefs in elegiac verse. As mentioned in the introduction, he is very
much like those princes, touched by the Muses, who are celebrated
in the preamble of the Theogony.
His poetry is about contemporary events and policies, but like other
Greek poets, he couches his thoughts in the imagery of Epic and
myth.
"You, numinous children of Memory and Zeus," This poem has
many interesting rhetorical structures, as he lists the vain illusions
of mortals, and their foolish hopes. It also bears comparing with
the second poem from Mimnermos in the translations translated
above. There is a resemblance between the two lists of the
indignities mortals face.

Korinna
Korinna was from Tanagra in Boeotia. She wrote in the Aeolian
dialect of Boeotia, which made translating these fragments especially
challenging for me.
Myrtis was Korinna’s teacher and mentor. It is ironic that Korinna
reproaches her for competing with Pindar when Korinna herself is
said to have bested Pindar in contests several times.
The contest between Helikon and Kitheron, seems to have been a
singing contest judged by the gods. Kitheron may have just finished
singing the verses in the first stanza, and won the contest. Helikon,
in this case, the personification of a mountain, is angered and created
a landslide by tossing a large rock at the people below.

Bacchilides
This fragment is from a passage about the Greeks trying to persuade
the Trojans to give back Helen. As mentioned in the introduction, I
have incorporated some of the process of translating directly into
the translation. There are times when I really like the effect of this
process, and times when I think it is too much. Do readers actually
care? Every translation is the result of innumerable decisions and
compromises. This technique shows some aspects of that.
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The second fragment is really just a clever piece of logic.

Kallimachos
The Hymn to Zeus
Only the hymns and a few dozen epigraphs of Kallimachos, survive
intact. I have translated the “Hymn to Zeus” partially because it was
the first in the book. The hymns have waxed and waned in popularity
over the centuries. They are currently in a waning phase. The general
consensus might be summarized as they are too scholarly, too
bristling with proper names, a bit too precious overall.
Contemporaries are also uncomfortable with the fawning praise of
the current Ptolemy with lines like:
ἔοικε δὲ τεκμήρασθαι
ἡμετέρῳ μεδέοντι: περιπρὸ γὰρ εὐρὺ βέβηκεν.
ἑσπέριος κεῖνός γε τελεῖ τά κεν ἦρι νοήσῃ:
ἑσπέριος τὰ μέγιστα, τὰ μείονα δ᾽, εὖτε νοήσῃ.
οἱ δὲ τὰ μὲν πλειῶνι, τὰ δ᾽ οὐχ ἑνί, τῶν δ᾽ ἀπὸ πάμπαν
αὐτὸς ἄνην ἐκόλουσας, ἐνέκλασσας δὲ μενοινήν
Take, for example,
our assigned ruler who is a step ahead of others.
By evening he has accomplished what in the morning
he thought-big things by evening—lesser things he finishes
even as he thinks them,
while others can take a year or even more than one.

And the names--all the proper names of nymphs, of rivers, of
towns—I have no intention of annotating them all here.
Kallimachos was a scholar, and he brought his scholarship into his
poems. He relishes disputed claims, variant versions of myths and
stories. He also has an obsession with origins (as the Aetia attests).
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There are several origin stories worked into this hymn: how Arcadia
got its rivers, why the Kydonians call a field “the plain of Omphalos”
and, of course, the origins of Zeus and his divine government.
Also, if you compare this hymn to the Homeric hymns, you can see
a remarkable increase in the self-consciousness of the poet as the
author of the hymn. Kallimachos doesn’t say the matter is in doubt,
he says, “I have doubts.” When discussing the course of a river he
interjects “I think” to suggest he isn’t a hundred percent sure of its
route. When citing Zeus’ choice of the Eagle as his messenger, he
requests that all the signs received by his friends be favorable. He
clearly exists in a different age than the authors of the Homeric
hymns, a more self-conscious, more intentional age. He also is aware
of himself as a poet, practicing a craft, as evidenced by these lines:
δηναιοὶ δ᾽ οὐ πάμπαν ἀληθέες ἦσαν ἀοιδοί.
φάντο πάλον Κρονίδῃσι διάτριχα δώματα νεῖμαι:
τίς δέ κ᾽ ἐπ᾽ Οὐλύμπῳ τε καὶ Ἄιδι κλῆρον ἐρύσσαι,
ὃς μάλα μὴ νενίηλος; ἐπ᾽ ἰσαίῃ γὰρ ἔοικε
πήλασθαι: τὰ δὲ τόσσον ὅσον διὰ πλεῖστον ἔχουσι.
ψευδοίμην ἀίοντος ἅ κεν πεπίθοιεν ἀκουήν.
The ancient poets were not entirely truthful.
They said the sons of Kronos were assigned their three realms
by lot,
but who would gamble for Heaven and Hades
other than a total fool. You cast lots for equal values,
but these are far from equal. When I tell a lie,
I make sure it is one a listener can believe.

He finds the gods through scholarship, through analyzing texts and
researching the past. In that way, I think, he is much closer to us, to
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the modern, and, I believe, these are some of the aspects that attract
me to his poetry.
Aetia
Aetia means “Origins.” We get our words “etiological” and
“etymology” from it. Kallimachos’ poem was about the origins of
certain unusual rites and rituals around the Hellenistic world. It was
a “catalog” poem, meaning it consisted of several stories related by
their theme of origin. The most famous such catalog poem is
probably The Metamorphoses of Ovid, a catalog of stories about
transformation. The Aetia was very famous and influential in the
ancient world, but survives only in tatters.
I have translated some of the larger fragments, including the famous
Prologue. The poem was in elegic metric, couplets consisting of a
dactylic hexameter followed by a pentameter line.
To imitate that I used a couplet of a six-word line followed by a fiveword line. That forced me to compress and elide the original to fit it
into my pattern. Sometimes this worked really well and sometimes
not. I don’t think I would make the same decision again.
In the Prologue, the Telechines are reputed to be ill tempered
sorcerers who work in metal. Kallimachos uses the word to
characterize his literary critics. The Prologue is famously—though
perhaps not factually—Kallimachos’ reply to a dispute he had with
Apollonius of Rhodes, author of the Argonautica over the virtues of
short poems compared to long. Kallimachos is on the side of short
poems.
The line
tribe
. . .] with epistemological cirrhosis
is a, perhaps, overly clever interpolation on my part. The Greek word
usually translate “heart,” ἣπαρ, actually means “liver.” The Greeks
saw the liver as the source of emotions and passions—thus
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“cirrhosis.” Also, the word here for “they know” is ἐπιστάμενον,
from which we derive “epistemological.” The line is usually
translated “who know how to waste their hearts.”
“The large Woman” seems to be a long poem Mimnermos wrote,
which Kallimachos asserts is less good than his shorter poems.
The pygmies, a fabulous race of dwarves, are said to have waged a
war on the cranes, which is why the cranes would relish their blood.
And, yes, there is a faint echo of Robert Frost in these lines:
this too] “walk a path wagons
haven't rutted, avoid common tracks.
don't drive your chariot on interstates
choose narrower roads, less traveled
But it also maps fairly close to the Greek.
πρὸς δέ σε] καὶ τόδ’ ἂνωγα, τὰ μὴ πατέουσιν ἃμαξαι
τὰ στείβειν, ἑτέρων δ’ ἴχνια μὴ καθ’ ὁμὰ
δίφρον ἐλ]ᾷν μηδ’ οἶμον ἀνὰ πλατὺν, ἀλλά κελεύθους
ἀτρίπτο]υς, εἰ καὶ στεινοτέρην έλάσεις.
Fragment 178 is interesting in that it depicts a “symposia, “a Greek
drinking party where the attendees would lie on couches and drink
watered down wine and talk or listen to poetry recitals. A great deal
of Hellenistic poetry evolved out of the symposium culture. One
sees it especially in the epigrams of the Greek Anthology. Poets were
writing often for a fairly intimate audience whose members they
knew. Many of epigrams contain private jokes. The epigrams are
often variations on a theme with the basic purpose of showing how
they are cleverer than the last poet to write on that theme.
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The Pithoigia was the first day of the Greek holiday Anthesteria. On
the second day, the festival of pitchers, slaves were free to join in the
drinking and discussion.
Fragment 46 has Kallimachos listening to Klio, the muse of history,
describing the origins of certain Sicilian cities. It focuses particularly
on the city of Zancle, which was founded over the place where the
sickle that Kronos used to castrate Ouranos (and give birth to
Aphrodite) was said to have been buried. The question is, why are
no founders named at the founding ceremonies of the city.
Fragment 67 tells the love story of Akontios & Kudippe. They fell
in love and Kudippe swore an oath to Artemis that she would only
marry Akontios. When she was betrothed to someone else, she had
epileptic fits:
but that evening she was pale
with that disease we banish
to goats—falsely called ‘Holy’—she
wasted nearly to Hade’s gate.
When the father of the bride asked of the gods what to do, they told
him of the vow and that she must marry Akontios. It is done and
concludes with how their children were responsible for the founding
of several cities. It is a good example of how Kallimachos worked
fairly charming stories into his book of origins.
Fragment 110, is Berenike’s Lock. It is a poem told from the point
of view of a lock of hair cut from princess Berenike’s head on her
wedding day. It mourns no longer being connected to Berenike’s
head and not being scented with the heavier perfumes married
women use. But, in compensation, she has been lifted into the sky
to shine among the stars. A pleasant enough bit of toadying to
power. I have translated the fragmented version that actually
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survives in the Aetia, but there is a full version of the poem that
exists in the Latin translation of Catullus (66 in his Carmina).
Fragment 110, the epilogue, suggests that Kallimachos is
abandoning poetry for a while to work on more scholarly works. We
know that he wrote many prose works while a librarian in
Alexandria.
Fragment from the Hekale.
The Hekale was a short epic. It told the story of Theseus fighting the
bull at Marathon, but rather than focusing on the heroics it focuses
on Hekale, an old woman from Athens, who gave shelter to Theseus
on a stormy night before his battle with the bull. The poem is
extremely tattered. The fragment I translated is from one of longer
passages recovered from a papyrus. It starts with Hekale telling the
story of how crows, once white, became black feathered due to a
curse from Apollo. They fall asleep, but not for long, because it was
late and near dawn. The depiction of the morning is really quite
lovely.
The Iambic Poems.
It was the common practice in the ancient world to group poems by
metrical type. The Iambics represent the collection of those poems
by Kallimachos written in the Iambic metric regardless of topic or
when he wrote them. Iambic poems were typically humorous and
satiric. These poems, like most of Kallimachos’ works, are in
fragments.
For these poems, my technique was to work the commentary and
notes into the translation itself.
Iambos 1 tells the story of an old man whose dying wish was to
present a trophy to the wisest man in the world. His son brings it to
Thales who refuses it, but after traveling through the world it finally
ends up again with him. The story is told, presumably, by an Iambic
poet who has returned from the underworld.
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Iambos 4 recounts an argument between the laurel and the olive
about who is better. The argument is joined by a pair of birds who
compare and contrast the virtues of each. The olive comes out
ahead.
Iambos 12 is a poem about a little girl’s birthday. As a gift to the girl,
it tells the story of the birthday of Hebe, Hera’s daughter. All the
gods are giving gifts. The Argument is that Apollo’s gift should be a
song since that is more enduring gift than any of the material things
the other gods are giving. (A justification, too, of Kallimachos, who
is giving this little girl a song as a gift.)
Epigrams.
Kallimachos wrote many excellent epigrams and many still survive.
I have only included my two favorite here.
Fragmenta Incertae Sedis
“Always small things to small men are given by the gods.” This really
reads “The gods always give small things to small men.” Gods being
nominative, the subject of the sentence. I translated as I did to
preserve the rather clever word order of the original:
Αἰεί τοῖς μικκοῖς μικκά διδοῦσι θεοί
Troilos, Priam’s son, wept less than Priam because he died sooner.
A typical Greek sentiment.
“without smoke.” Poets sacrifice to the Muses without burnt
offerings.
“I sing nothing not attested,” ἀμάρτυρον οὐδέω ἀείδω, a proud
statement by Kallimachos about his scholarly propensities.

Meleager’s Heliodora
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I have translated 15 epigrams by Meleager, 14 of which mention
Heliodora by name. These epigrams were instrumental in my
growing mastery of Greek. I tried when translating them to study
Meleager’s emphasis and placement, his phrasing and rhythms, and
to match them as closely as possible in my English. For instance,
Meleager often places Heliodora’s name at the end of a line, a place
of emphasis where it receives the weight of the phrases and clauses
preceding it. I have tried to imitate that. I have also tried to imitate
the flow of his arguments, the way he often suspends the subject
until all its qualifying phrases have been accumulated—something
much easier to do in Greek than in English. Consider this poem:
Πλέξω λευκόιον, πλέξω δ᾽ ἁπαλὴν ἅμα μύρτοις
νάρκισσον, πλέξω καὶ τὰ γελῶντα κρίνα,
πλέξω καὶ κρόκον ἡδὺν ἐπιπλέξω δ᾽ ὑάκινθον
πορφυρέην, πλέξω καὶ φιλέραστα ῥόδα,
ὡς ἂν ἐπὶ κροτάφοις μυροβοστρύχου Ἡλιοδώρας
εὐπλόκαμον χαίτην ἀνθοβολῇ στέφανος.
I’ll weave white violets. I’ll weave among myrtle berries,
delicate narcissus. I’ll weave laughing lilies.
I’ll weave sweet crocus and the hyacinth’s
purple. I’ll weave love’s roses, so, scattered in her
flowing hair, upon the scented curls of Helidora,
will be the flowers of the garland
The garland, for which all the flowers are gathered, is not presented
until the very last word. Heliodora, for whom the garland is made, is
not presented until the last word of the penultimate line. The other
lines build to them.
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The last poem, on the death of Heliodora, may be conventional, but
it has a certain air of sincerity and real grief that is usually absent in
most epigrams.

Pallados
As mentioned in the introduction, this is a very early translation
under the influence of Ezra Pound. I did work through all the Greek
and comparing it to the texts today, it bears up well enough.
“the last of the Greeks,” the last pagans, the last holding to the old
ways.

Miscellaneous Epigrams
Just a couple of notes: The Greek Anthology has always been a fertile
place for me when I feel the mood to translate something. The
poems are brief, so it is not a long-term commitment, and many are
quite compelling.
The first epigram is a clever bit about a swallow eating a cicada.
Chatterer eating chatterer, singer eating singer.
Anyte is a female poet of the Hellenistic era, who has perhaps a
dozen epigrams in the Anthology.
I have included three epigrams offering tribute to Erinna.
The last one is essentially a “deconstruction” of a brief epigram by
Julius Polyaenus. I enjoy these and think they offer an original
approach to translation, but I suspect not many readers would agree.
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Glossary of Names and Places
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I have mostly used the Oxford Companion to Classical Literature,
(Second Edition, by Howatson, Oxford University Press, London,
1989), footnotes from various texts, with the occasional resort to
Wikipedia and Google.
Abantes

Ancient Ionian tribe located in Euboea.

Achaeans

The Greeks.

Achilles

Hero of the Illiad, son of Peleos and the
goddess Thetis. Doomed to short but
glorious life.
Island in the Sardonic Gulf about 13 miles
south of Athens

Aegina
Aegis

A symbol of divine power—nobody is quite
sure what it looked like or consisted of.

Agamemnon

Maecanean King, brother of Menalaos,
leader of the Greek forces in the Trojan
war.
Subject of a portrait Erinna admired.

Agatharchis
Aias

Ajax, hero of the Trojan war and subject of
Sophocles’ tragedy “Ajax.”

Akaios

City in Ceos.

Akontios

Handsom youth in Aetia. In love with
Kudippe.

Aktor

Father of Protesilaus
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Alkmeon

A proverbial madman.

Amaltheia

The she goat that suckled the infant Zeus.

Ampalkes

Son of Bathukes.

Amphiaraos

Son of Oleos—seems to have been guilty of
some grave sin or crime.

Amuclae

Shrine by the river Eurotes.

Anchises

Trojan shepherd. Mortal lover of
Aphrodite. Father of Aeneus.

Antenor

One of the elders of Troy. He was in favor
of giving Helen back to the Greeks

Aphrodite

Goddess of love and sex, protectress of
harbors, mother of Eros (Cupid).

Apidanians

Ancient Arcadians.

Apollo

God of Arts, Music, Poetry.

Arcadia

Mountainous region in the center of the
Peloponnese in Greece.

Archilochos

Greek Lyric poet. He is said to have driven
the Lycambes family to suicide with his
poems attacking them.
God of war.

Ares
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Argos

A region of Greece.

Ariede

Ariadne, daughter of Minos and Pasiphae.

Arisinoe

Ptolemaic queen Arsinoe II.

Aristaios

Son of Apollo and Cyrene, who build an
alter for Zeus in Ceos.

Artemis

Virign goddess, huntress, also protector of
child birth.

Asine

A region in Greece near Corinth

Asopos

Father of several daughters who were
married off to the gods

Atalanta

Daughter of Shoinos who refused to marry
any man that could not beat her in a race.

Athena

Goddess, daughter of Zeus, protectress of
Cities. She sprung fully grown from the
head of Zeus. She is a Virgin goddess.
Father of Menelaos.

Atreus
Bathukes
Baukis
Berenike

Arcadian man who, on his deathbead, sent
his sons out to give a prize to the wisest
man.
A friend of Erinna’s who seems to have
died on her wedding day.
The daughter of Magas, king of Cyrene,
who was the son of Berenike I, the
daughter of Ptolemy I.
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Branchos
Chalkodon

Seer who was said to have cured the
Milesians of a petulance by throwing laurel
over their heads and chanting.
Father of Elephenor.

Charaxos

A brother of Sappho.

Charitades

His name was Simos, otherwise unknown.

Chilon

A Spartan. One of the “Seven Sages.”

Chiron

An immortal centaur, tutor of Achilles.

Chruso

Mother of Eupolos.

Corinth

Corycia

One of the most important cities in ancient
Greece. It occupied a strategic point
between northern Greece and the
Peloponnese.
An island in the Ionian sea.

Cytheria

A name for Aphrodite.

Delios

Small island in the Aegean Sea.

Demeter

Goddess of grains and harvest.

Demokritos

Greek philosopher, founder of “atomic”
theory.
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Demonax
Deukalion

Dexithea
Dicte, Melia,
Adiestia

A man who put forbidden things in a
manuscript and was destroyed by Zeus’
lightning bolt.
Father of Idomeneos, son of Promethios.
When Zeus decided to destroy the earth by
flood, Deukalion, warned by Promethios,
built a boat. To repopulate the earth after,
he was told to toss the bones of his mother
over his shoulder. He realized, Earth was
his mother and stones her bones.
Daughter of Makelo.

Didumeus

Ash tree nymphs, identified by Hesiod, in
Kallimachos’ Hymn to Zues presented as
companions of the Kurabantes.
Temple of Apollo.

Dikte

Mountain, east of Crete.

Dione

Consort of Zeus at Dodona—(name is the
feminine of Zeus).

Eileithuia

Goddess of childbirth.

Elephenor

Suitor of Helen.

Eleutheros

Hills of freedom—area ruled by
Mnemosyne.

Endymion

The lover of Selene, the moon. A shepherd
who is eternally asleep.

Enkaledos

A titan crushed and buried under Sicily
when Zeus threw it him during the war with
the titans.
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Eos

Goddess of the dawn.

Epidarus

Small Greek state also on the Peloponnese.

Erato

Muse of lyric poetry.

Erigone

Daughter of Ikarios, who found his grave
on a mountain top and hung herself from a
tree there.
Son of Aphrodite, god of sex and love.
(Cupid)

Eros
Erumanthos

River in Arcadia.

Eryx

A city in Sicily.

Euboea

Large island just off Boetia.

Euphorbos

A Trojan killed by Menelaos. Pythagoras
claimed to be his reincarnation.

Eupulos

Founder of Iulis Akaikos and Poeessa in
Ceos.

Europa’s son
Euterpe

Minos. He died when the daughters of
Kakulos poured boiling water over him in
Sicily.
Muse of music and song.

Gaia

Titan, the earth.
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Gelas

A Dorian colony in southern Sicily.

Graces

Grandsons of the
bear

Goddesses, three daughters of Zeus.
Whereas the Muses represent the arts and
crafts of men, the Graces represent the
grace and beauty that enhances life.
Arkas, the ancestor of the Arcadians, who
was turned into a bear.

Hades

God of the underworld and the dead.

Hairless one

Hesiod’s description of a snake

Haliartes

A city in Kadmeon.

Halikarnassos

City on the south west coast of Asia Minor.

Harpasos

A bird of prey—species unclear.

Hebe

Daughter of Zeus and Hera, Cup bearer for
the gods. Wife of Herakles after his
ascension to Olympus.
An old woman who sheltered Theseus in a
rain storm when he was on the way to fight
the bull at Marathon. The subject of a short
epic poem by Kallimachos.
An ancient and somewhat mysterious
goddess. Unknown to Homer, but Hesiod
describes her as the source of many
blessings for mortals. She is also associated
with ghosts and black magic.
The daughter of Tundarios, but actually of
Zues from when he took the form of a
swan to rape her mother Leda. Lead later
bore two eggs, one containing Helen and

Hekale

Hektate

Helen
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Helicon

the other Clytemnestra who became the
wife of Agamemnon (with vast tragic
consequences.) Helen was renowned for
her beauty. Her kidnapping by Paris was the
cause of the Trojan war.
Largest mountain in Boeotia in Greece, one
of the favorite haunts of the Muses.

Heliodora

Love interest of the Alexandrian poet
Meleager.

Helios

God of the sun. He drives his chariot from
dawn to dusk.

Helios

God who drove the sun’s chariot across the
sky.

Hephaestos

God of the forge and volcanos.

Hera

Goddess, Wife of Zeus. Protectress of
childbirth and family.

Heraklitos

An Alexandrian poet.

Heraklitos

The Pre-Socratic philosopher.

Hermes

Trickster god. Messenger of the gods.

Hermione

A region in Greece near Corinth?

Heroditos

First Greek Historian.

Hesiod

Epic poet, from Boeotia, oldest Greek poet
we know after Homer.
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Hieromene

Daughter of Helen.

Himeros

Desire.

Hipparis

A river in Sicily.

Hippomenes

Suitor of Atalanta, who beat her in a foot
race by throwing golden apples provided by
Aphrodite.
A writer of Iambic poetry, whose poems
famously feuded with a man named
Bupalos.
A fountain on Helicon formed when the
hoof of Pegasus struck the hillside.

Hipponax
Horse’s fountain
Hubris

Excessive and self-destructive pride.

Hydrussa

Having water.

Hymen

Goddess of weddings.

Iaon

River in Arcadia.

Iapitos

Titan

Ida

Two places really: mountains in Crete
where Zeus is said to have been born, and a
mountain range near Troy where Anchises
wanders as a shepherd.
Grandson of Minos, leader of the Cretans
at the siege of Troy. In a storm on the way
home, he vowed to sacrifice the first living

Idomeneos
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creature he met on arriving home safely.
This proved to be his son.
Ikarios

An Athenian taught the art of wine making
by Dionysios.

Iphikleos

Proverbial for his swiftness.

Iphiklos

He was said to have imprisoned the seer
Melampos for a year who discovered the
reason for Iphiklos’ childlessness and then
cured him.
The horse driver with whom Koronis
cheated on Apollo. Bringing this news to
Apollo caused him, in a fit of anger, to turn
the white feathers of the crow, black.
Island home of Odysseos.

Ischus

Ithica
Iulios

In Ceos. The birthplace of Simonides and
Bacchylides.

Kadmeon

A region in Sicily,

Kakulos

King of Kamikos in Sicily.

Kalliope

Muse of Epic poetry and, in Hesiod,
protector of princes and kings.

Kalubes

A Scythian race reputed to have invented
iron working.

Kanopis

A place in Egypt. Arsinoe was named
Aphrodite Zephyris after her death and her
temple was there.
River in Arcadia.

Karnios
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Kaster and
Poludeukes

Helen’s twin brothers, sons of Tundarios.

Kaukonians

A people of Tryphylia.

Kean

Ceosian.

Keux

Father of Kudippe.

Kirodes
…Karuae

Unknown.

Kissoses

River in Kadmeon.

Kitheron

Contestant against Helikon in Korinna’s
poem

Kleio (Klio)

Muse of History (The roles of the Muses
were assigned in Roman times).

Knosis

City in Crete.

Kodros

Last king of Athens.

Konon

The court astrologer in Alexandria, who
saw the lock of Berenike among the stars

Koronis

A woman who was pregnant with Apollo’s
child.

Kouretes

(Curetes) in full armor, danced making so
much noise Kronos could not hear the
crying of the baby Zeus.
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Krathia

River in Arcadia.

Kronos

Titan, Father of Zeus.

Kudippe

Lovely maiden in Aetia. In love with
Akontios.

Kumes and
Chalkes

Regions in Greece.

Kurabantes

Semi divine people in Crete entrusted by
Rhea to protect Zeus from his father
Kronos.
People of Kydonia (Cydonia) a town in
Crete.

Kydonians
Laertes

Father of Odysseos.

Lakadaemon

A name for Sparta.

Landon

River in Arcadia.

Larichos

A brother of Sappho.

Leontichos

A man who found a dead sailor on the
beach in an epigram by Kallimachos.

Leontini

A colony of Naxus in Sicily

Leontis

?
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Lepreon

A city along the banks of the Nereus river
in Arcadia.

Leto

Titan, mother of Apollo and Artemis by
Zeus.

Lindos

A river in Sicily.

Lugdamis

A king who burnt a temple of Artemis.

Lukomedes

Suitor of Helen.

Lydia

Territory in the west of Asia Minor.

Lykaion

A mountain in west Arcadia.

Lykambes

The father of a family driven to suicide by
the Iambic of the poet Lycambes.

Lykonios

Son of Pelasgos, King of Arcadia.
Interestingly, He founded a cult of Zeus
Lycaeos. He is said to have sacrificed a child
on the alter and was turned into a wolf.
Ever after, whenever a sacrifice was made
at that alter, a man transformed into a wolf.
Hound of Erigone. A star.

Maira
Makelo

Woman spared when Ceos was burned for
hubris

Mases

Region in Peloponnese?
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Massagetai

A Scythian people famous for their skill in
archery.

Megales

Founder of Karthaia a city in Ceos.

Megara

Dorian city at the eastern end of the
Isthmus of Corinth overlooking Salamis.

Melpomene

Muse of Tragedy.

Memnon

A half-brother the the breeze Zephyr. Both
were sons of Eos, the dawn.

Menalaos

Maecanean King, husband of Helen.

Menestheos

Wealthy suitor of Helen.

Metrope

River in Arcadia.

Midas

Cretan King, famous for his wealth.

Minoa

City in Sicily.

Minos

King of Crete who famously had a labyrinth
in which roamed the Minotaur, half man,
half bull.
Memory, the mother of the Muses.

Mnemosyne
Momo

A monster in childhood stories told to
Erinna.
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Mount Dikte

Mountain sacred to Zeus in Crete.

Murmidons

(myrmidons) Aekos, father of Peleos, was
king over the island Aegina. When it was
depopulated by a plague, Zeus, as a reward
to him, repopulated it from ants
(murmekes).
Oldest nymph, cared for the infant Zeus.
Also the river named after her.

Neda
Neleus

Founder of Miletus.

Nisa

A city in Sicily.

Ocean

Titan, a great river that encircles the disk of
the world (at least in Hesiod and early
authors).
Hero of the Trojan war and protagonist of
the Odyssey of Homer.

Odysseos
Olbalos

Father of Tundarios.

Olmeios

A fountain or spring on Helicon.

Olympos

The highest mountain in Greece and home
of the Gods.

Orestes

Son of Agamemnon and Klytomestra.

Ourania

Muse of Astronomy.

Ouranos

Uranus, Titan, the sky, heaven.
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Paktolos

River in Lydia.

Pallas

Another name for Apollo.

Pankria

The hills of Ida.

Paphos
Parnassos

A city on Cyprus near where Aphrodite was
said to have come ashore from her birth on
the sea’s foam. She had a temple there.
A mountain a few miles north of Delphi.

Parrhasia

Region in Arcadia.

Parthenios

River in Pontus Artemis frequented.

Pelagonians

People from the region of Pelagonia in
Macedonia.

Peleos

Father of Achilles with the goddess Thetis.

Perieres and
Kratemenes

Two founders of the city Zankle in Sicily

Permessos

A fountain or spring on Helicon.

Persephone

Daughter of Demeter. Raped by Hades
with Zeus’ permission. She becomes the
symbol of rebirth from winter.
Titan, parent of Hectate.

Persias
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Peteöos

Father of Menestheos.

Philoketes

A suitor of Helen, a spearman.

Philuria

Daughter of Ocean

Phleguas

Mother of Koronis.

Phoebes

Another name for Apollo

Phulake

Not sure quite where the location is. In
Greek the word means tribe. Also the name
of the father of Iphiklos
Another area in Greece favored by the
Muses.

Piera
Pithoigia

Day of Opening of the Jars, part of the
celebration of Anesteria

Plain of Nusa

The entrance to the underworld where
Persephone was seized by Hades

Plato

The Athenian philosopher.

Pleisthenes

A name for descendants of Tantalos

Podarkes

Son of Iphiklos, suitor of Helen

Poeessa

City in Ceos “throne of the Graces.”
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Polumnia

(Polhymnia) Muse of hymns.

Poseidon

Sea God, brother of Zeus.

Priam

King of Troy at the time of the Trojan war.

Prometheos

Titan, who gave humans fire. He is said to
have fashioned humans from clay. His
name means foreknowledge. Because he
would not reveal who was destined to
overthrow Zeus, he was chained to a cliff
where a vulture feasted on his liver each
day. Herakles freed him, eventually and he
reconciled with Zeus.
Thessilian prince, suitor of Helen. When
the Greeks landed at Troy, he was the first
off the ship and the first to be killed.
Philosopher, mathematician.

Protesilaus
Pythagoras
Pythian

Of Pytho, where Apollo had a temple and
an oracle.

Rhea

Titan, wife of Kronos, mother of Zeus.

Shoineos

Father of Atalanta.

Silenos

Spirit of wild life, half man half animal.

Styx

Titan. River that the gods swore on.

Tanagra

City in Boeotia, home of Korinna
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Tartaros

A region of the underworld.

Telchines

Magical and malevolent beings who lived in
Rhodes. (Not an accident, perhaps, the
Appollonios, author of the Argonaut, also
was from Rhodes.)
Muse of dance, choral poetry.

Terpsichore
Tethys
Thaleia
Thales
Theano
Themis

Theodesia

Daughter of Earth and Heaven, sister of
Ocean. Kallimachos uses her as an example
of long life.
Muse of Comedy.
Pre-Socratic philosopher. Is said to have
believed the core principle of the world was
water.
A priestess of Athene in Troy.
Titan, daughter of Gaia (Earth) and through
Zeus mother of the seasons. Sea goddess.
Mother of Achilles. Zeus was interested in
her, but Prometheos told him that if he
mated with her, her son would overthrow
him. So Zues had her married to Peleos and
she gave birth to Achilles
A Cretan holiday.

Theseus

Athenian Hero. Fought the Minotaur, and
the bull at Marathon.

Theugenes

A Thracian Kallimachos meets at a
symposia (drinking party).

Thrace

A region of Greece.
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Etudes: Translations from the Greek
Threnos

City in Crete.

Thriae

Nymphs on Mt. Parnassos, three in
number. Thus, the name.

Titan

Tithonos

Earlier generation of divine beings before
the rise of the Olympian gods led by Zeus.
They include Kronos, Ocean, Prometheus,
and many others. The tend to be more
elemental and monstrous than the
Olympian gods.
Proverbial for long life.

Tmolos

Mountain in Lydia.

Tritonis

Athene.

Troezen

A city in the north east of the Peloponnese,
to the south of Athens.

Troy

Sight of the Trojan war, subject of Homer’s
Iliad. A city on the Hellespont in norther
Turkey.
The father of Helen—though Zeus is the
actual father.

Tundareos
Xenomedes

Ceos historian.
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